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1.1 A Paradigm-Shift in the Contemporary Computing: Added Em-
phasis to Energy-Efficiency
Projected near future growth rate for various computing-platforms is presented in Figure
1. The traditional high-performance computing-platforms such as servers and desktops
are only showing a limited growth; meanwhile, a remarkable growth is anticipated in the
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Figure 1: Near future growth-rate of various computing-platforms.
The remarkable growth in the low-power computing-platforms is a result of their phe-
nomenal application prospects. By their virtue of ‘low in power-consumption’, the low-
power computing platforms can often be powered by a battery and be placed non-intrusively
1
in any utility of daily use. Such distributed and mobile deployment of the computing plat-
forms has dramatically improved the quality of our lives. For instance, wearable health-
instruments are transforming health-care [4]; and seamlessly engaged home-appliances
are making a home smarter [5]. As a result, the number of mobile computing devices
has surged, and has now even surpassed the human population on earth. However, as
the prospects of low-power computing grow, a variety of newer applications are demand-
ing not only a mere low-power operation but also a higher-performance one. For exam-
ple, Amazon is developing battery-powered drones to deliver packages which will require
to process complex navigational schemes in real-time. Another emerging computing-
platform, internet-of-things, is interconnecting several computing elements, and is esca-
lating the scale and complexity of data-processing in the computing devices. Moreover,
the electronic-computing has evolved beyond its conventional practices in arithmetic and
storage; and the computing is now deployed in the diverse computational task such as
associative-processing and high-dimensional information-processing. Therefore, to sustain
the growth of such applications and their startling impact on our lives, the energy-efficiency
(i.e., a higher performance per power) of the computing-platforms has become the foremost
design-constraint.
1.2 Energy-efficient Computing Approach of the Dissertation
The approach to optimize computing energy-efficiency pursued in this dissertation is two-
fold:
1.2.1 Explore the Role of Emerging Transistor Technologies
At first, the dissertation focuses on the most elementary component of any electronic de-
sign, i.e., a transistor, to enhance the energy-efficiency of computing. One of the most fun-
damental limitation of the conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor
(MOSFET) is a limited switching-slope (SS). A limited SS in MOSFET is due to its
thermionic-injection-based charge-conduction. A limited SS of MOSFET leads to limited
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energy-efficiency of MOSFET-based digital and analog designs. The dissertation investi-
gates tunneling field-effect-transistors (Tunnel-FET or TFET) for energy-efficient comput-
ing. A TFET, unlike MOSFET, conducts by band-to-band-tunneling (BTBT)-based con-
duction. A BTBT conduction in TFET achieves much steeper SS than MOSFET. Specifi-
cally, the role of steeper SS of TFET in improving energy-efficiency of analog-designs is
shown.
1.2.2 Explore the Role of Application-Specific and Intelligent Hardware
Secondly, the dissertation investigates the role of application-specific and intelligent computing-
platforms for emerging computing demands. A neuromorphic computing is an emerg-
ing computing-paradigm inspired by the neuron-based dynamics in a biological brain.
Neuromorphic-computing architectures such as cellular neural network (CNN) have shown
dramatic improvements in energy-efficiency from the conventional architectures, partic-
ularly in the non-conventional tasks, such as image processing, associative memories,
and classification []. Intriguingly, unique and rich characteristics of TFET also holds the
promise to significantly reduce complexity and increase energy-efficiency of various non-
conventional computing architectures. Therefore, the dissertation explores the potential of
a blend of TFET and non-conventional computing architectures. Specifically, TFET-based
cellular neural network and distance-computing-based associative-processing are investi-
gated.
1.3 Contributions of the Dissertation
The dissertation follows emerging technologies and non-conventional computing architec-
tures for energy-efficient computing, and makes the following contributions:
• MOSFET-based single neuron learning and application to minimal wasted-power
in digital computing: MOSFET-based realization of a single neuron learning circuit
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is shown. The neuron-circuit optimally configures a digital system to the power-
gated mode (i.e., the low-leakage mode) or the non power-gated model (i.e., the typi-
cal mode) to ensure minimal wasted-power dissipation. The neuron circuit considers
mode-transition energy trade-offs against leakage-savings, and learns and adapts in
runtime against varying input-activity, process, and temperature conditions. A test-
chip in 130nm CMOS demonstrates single neuron-based minimal power-operation.
As compared to the existing power-gating controllers, the presented single neuron-
based controller incurs the minimum area and power overheads while featuring history-
based and process/temperature-based adaptations.
• TFET-based multi-neuron cellular neural network and application to energy-
efficient image-processing and associative-memory: The application of multi-neuron-
computing based CNN architecture for image-processing and associative-memory
is shown. The limitations of MOSFET-based CNN are illustrated, and the role
of TFET to improve energy-efficiency of CNN is examined. Various optimal de-
sign approaches for TFET-CNN-based image-processing and associative-memory
are demonstrated. At the same operating-power TFET-CNN-based image processing
achieves more than 10× improvement in edge-detection and noise-filtering throughput-
efficiency than the FinFET-CNN-based design. At the same operating-power TFET-
CNN-based associative memory achieves 10× improvement in memory-capacity and
3× improvement in noise-tolerance than the FinFET-CNN-based design.
• Non-conventional TFET design for neuromorphic-computing and application to
face-recognition: A non-conventional gate/source-overlapped heterojunction Tunnel-
FET (SO-HTFET) with Gaussian-IDS−VGS characteristics is shown. The SO-HTFET
designs a single-transistor distance-computing-cell (DCC) for associative-processing
(AP) with reinforced-learning. The application of SO-HTFET-based AP to face-
recognition demonstrates a higher-accuracy, 250× lower-power, and 100× higher
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DCC-density than a digital-CMOS-based Boolean-AP.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of this disseration is as following. Various literature works illustrating
fundamental limitations of MOSFET, desing and characteristics of TFET, and neuromorphic-
computing are reviewed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, emerging process variability and
reliability challenges in non-conventional MOSFET design and integration are investi-
gated. In Chapter 4, a single-neuron based power-gating controller is shown to allevi-
ate leakage-power limitations of MOSFET. Chapter 5 discusses the role of TFET in low-
power analog-computing. Specifically, TFET-based ultralow power operational transcon-
ductance amplifier (OTA) design is developed. In Chapter 6, TFET-CNN-based energy-
efficient image-processing is discussed. In Chapter 7, TFET-CNN-based energy-efficient
associative-memory is discussed. Chapter 8 shows non-conventional TFET design (i.e.,
SO-HTFET) and a single-transistor DCC based on SO-HTFET. SO-HTFET-DCC based





A survey on various computing-platforms emphasizing a paradigm shift in the contempo-
rary computing demands is first shown in this chapter. Afterwards, the need for neuromorphic-
computing to address such emerging-computing demands is examined. The advantage
of emerging-technologies in energy-efficient neuromorphic-computing platforms is further
illustrated. Specifically, this dissertation considers the role of emerging tunneling-field-
effect-transistors (Tunnel-FETs or TFETs) for neuromorphic-computing. Therefore, the
key-attributes and recent-developments in TFET-technology are subsequently presented.
2.1 Switching-Slope-induced Energy-Efficiency Limitations in MOSFET-
based Computing
A limited switching-slope (SS) is one of the most fundamental deficiencies of MOSFET
leading to limited energy-efficiency in MOSFET-based design. MOSFET conducts by
thermionic carrier-injection, and SS of a MOSFET in its subthreshold or weak-inversion



















Here, VGS is the gate-to-source voltage; IDS is the drain-to-source current; ψs is the surface
potential; Cdep is the depletion capacitance; and Cox is the oxide capacitance in MOSFET.
By optimizing MOSFET design and operation to minimize Cdep/Cox, SS in MOSFET can
be minimized. However SS is still limited by the thermal voltage VT = kT/q. At room
temperature, SS is greater than 60mV/decade. In realistic designs, SS is limited by the
other factors such as the drain fringing fields to channel where SS ∼70-80mV/decade is
achieved.
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2.1.1 Limitations in MOSFET-based Digital-Computing
A limited SS of MOSFET, in turn, limits the minimum switching energy of MOSFET-based
digital-designs. The total operational energy (ETotal) of a digital-design can be expressed
as [6]
ETotal = Edynamic + Eleakage = Ld ×
(
α ·C · VDD2 + IOFF · VDD · τdelay
)
≈ Ld ×C × VDD2
(
α + 10−VDD/S S
)
(2)
Here, Ld is the logic depth, C is the total switching capacitance, α is the switching ac-
tivity, and τdelay is the switching time in the logic block. Therefore, with a limited SS
in MOSFET, the minimum switching energy in MOSFET-based digital designs and their
energy-efficiency is limited.
2.1.2 Limitations in MOSFET-based Analog-Computing
A limited SS also limits the energy-efficiency of MOSFET-based analog designs. Vari-
ous works operate analog designs under subthreshold bias conditions to minimize power
dissipation and to enhance transconductance per bias current (gm/IDS ) for better energy










Therefore, with a limited SS, gm/IDS of MOSFET is less than VT and the energy efficiency
of MOSFET based analog designs is also limited.
2.1.3 Emerging Transistor Technologies with Steeper Switching-Slope
A number of emerging-transistors with sub-thermal SS are being investigated to overcome
the energy-efficiency limitation of MOSFET. TFET devices conducting on the principle of
band-to-band-tunneling have shown SS as low as 36mV/decade [8]. However, ambipolarity
and higher miller capacitance in TFET is a challenge [9]. A negative gate capacitance was
explored by embedding ferroelectric layer in the gate insulator. Through a negative gate
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capacitance, ferroelectric FET can evade the thermal limit of SS; however, drawbacks are
hysteresis and a larger switching time. Molecular transistors with steeper SS were investi-
gated where the gate voltage either modulates the coupling of the channel molecules to the
source/drain contacts or varies the transmission properties of the channel molecules itself
[10]. However, SS of a molecular FET is significantly inferior when considering metallic
contacts [11]. Impact ionization MOS (IMOS) conducting through impact ionization of
carriers have been demonstrated with a very small SS. However, IMOS suffers from a hot
carrier injection induced reliability issues [12]. Feedback FET (FBFET) utilizes positive
feedback induced by the charge injection to the dielectric spacer; however, a strong hys-
teresis in the transistor is a challenge [13]. NEMFET uses a mechanical force to physically
disconnect gate from the dielectric and achieves a very small SS; though, the mechanical
movement of gate results in excessively larger switching times [14].
Among the emerging transistors with steeper SS, a variety of works have shown a
greater interest towards TFET for the next generation replacement of MOSFET [15, 6].
CMOS compatible fabrication process steps in TFET are promising for a large scale inte-
gration [16]. TFET devices based on heterojunction have demonstrated MOSFET-like ION
while achieving a very low IOFF [17]. Ambipolarity of TFET can be suppressed by employ-
ing drain underlap [18], and higher miller cap can be reduced by channel material of lower
density of mass [9]. TFET also exhibits suppressed temperature dependence [19]. Since the
current conduction in these transistors is controlled by the source/channel interface, TFETs
are relatively immune to short channel effects, are more scalable, and show a near perfect
saturation [7]. Hence, arguing TFETs to be the next generation MOSFET replacement, this
dissertation investigates background and related work in TFET in the subsequent section.
2.2 Tunneling-Field-Effect Transistors (Tunnel-FET or TFET)
In the quest of achieving higher energy-efficiency, Tunnel FET (TFET) as an alternative to
the conventional transistor, MOSFET, is being explored. In contrary to a thermally-limited
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switching-slope (SS) in MOSFET, TFET can achieve subthermal SS. The steeper SS in
TFET achieves a lower supply voltage (VDD) operation than MOSFET without sacrificing
Ion/Io f f ratio. VDD scaling of TFET based digital-circuits leads to a quadratic reduction in
the dynamic power. TFET can also achieve very low-off current as compared to a MOSFET
thanks to its diode like built-in barrier. Thus, the standby power of TFET-based digital
circuits will also be very low. The above attributes of TFET have made it the leading
emerging-technology of interest for low-power and energy-efficient computations. The key
aspects of TFET are reviewed here.
2.2.1 Charge-Conduction in TFET
In Figure 2a, a TFET, similar to a MOSFET, is comprised of source, channel, and drain
regions; however, unlike MOSFET, the doping of source and drain regions is different
from the each other. In an n-TFET, the source is doped as P+ type and the drain doping
is N+. While in a p-TFET, the source is N+ doped and the drain is P+ doped. The chan-
nel in TFET is intrinsic. In an n-TFET, current conducts by electron-tunneling from the
valence-band in source to the conduction-band in drain [Figure 2b]; while in a p-TFET,
the holes tunnel from the conduction-band in source to the valence-band in drain. This
band-to-band-tunneling (BTBT) depends on the barrier-height and width as shown in Fig-
ure 2b. The barrier-height is determined by the material bandgap at the source/channel
junction, whereas the barrier-width can be controlled by the gate-electrode potential. As
shown in Figure 2b, in the off-state (VGS = 0V), the barrier-width is significantly large,
and thereby, BTBT probability is very low, and the off-current in TFET can be signifi-
cantly low. However, as the gate-voltage increases, a significant band-bending occurs at
the source/channel junction and the barrier width decreases. Hence, with the decreasing
barrier-width at the high gate-voltage, a significant charge injection from source to channel















Figure 2: (a) TFET schematic. (b) Energy-band diagram and band-to-band-tunneling in
TFET.
Because of a high bandgap in silicon, the barrier-height and barrier-width of BTBT in
a silicon-channel TFET is high, and ION is very low. The efforts to improve on-current of
TFET are primarily two-fold. A group of researchers investigate a variety of techniques to
improve the on-current in silicon-channel TFET. Meanwhile, another group of researchers
are exploring TFETs with beyond silicon low-bandgap channel materials. These various
approaches are summarized in Figure 3. Although, non-silicon channel TFETs are promis-
ing to significantly improve on-current of TFET, a higher off-current is also incurred. The
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Figure 3: Silicon-channel and non-silicon-channel approaches to improve on-current of TFET.
2.2.2 Silicon-channel TFET
Silicon TFETs are attractive because of a compatible fabrication and co-integration with
CMOS, however, a low on-current in silicon-TFET is a challenge. Boucart et al. suggested
using stress to lower the bandgap at the source/channel junction leading to ION enhancement
[20]. A thin Si/Ge layer was embedded at the source/channel junction, where due to the
lower-bandgap of Si/Ge layer than Silicon, ION in TFET increases [21]. Bilayer silicon
TFET was investigated, where the p-i-n band bending of TFET is directly aligned with
the gate electric-field, and the improved gate-electrostatics increases ION in TFET [22].
Source-silicidation was investigated to increase the junction steepness at the source/channel
junction to improve ION in TFET [23], while abrupt doping profile in axially doped silicon-
TFET was achieved [24]. Halo-doping at the source/channel junction [25] was utilized
to improve ION in silicon TFET. Raised Ge-source silicon-channel TFET with the higher
ION were shown [26]. A silicon-channel vertical nanowire TFET with gate-all-around and
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embedded Si/Ge layer at the source/channel junction was demonstrated to improve ION and
SS in [27]. Among the various techniques, a vertical TFET with the embedded Si/Ge layer
is the most attractive due to a simplicity in fabrication steps, and a significant enhancement
in on-current.
2.2.3 Alternate Channel-Materials for TFET
Several low-bandgap channel materials have been investigated to overcome the on-current
deficiencies of silicon-TFET. Meyer at al. reported much higher ION with GeOI TFET
devices [28] than in silicon-TFET. Bilayer graphene-based TFET demonstrated ultralow
SS (≤ 20mV/dec) [29]. TFET-based on InAs/GaSb heterojunction demonstrated MOSFET
like ION and suitability for hybrid-core integration with CMOS [30]. InAs-Si nanowire
heterojunction TFETs were shown with much reduced temperature dependence. ION of
InAs TFETs was improved with strain engineering [31]. Computational study of carbon
nanotube p-i-n TFETs demonstrated their potential for high speed ultralow power sub 0.4V
VDD logic operation [32].
2.3 Non-Boolean Computing Architecture
Conventional digital computing is Boolean in nature where inputs & outputs are binary
coded. A non-Boolean computing, however, doesn’t necessitate a binary coded inputs/outputs
and also processes a continuous or discreet inputs/outputs. For a variety of computing-
tasks, the non-Boolean computing can be much more energy-efficient than a Boolean com-
puting. A salient case of non-Boolean computing is information processing in a biolog-
ical brain. Non-Boolean computing architectures can also be highly process variability
resilient, and are much more amenable to feature-size scaling. This dissertation primarily
explores two classes of non-Boolean computing architectures, a cellular neural network
and a grid-based associative processing architecture. Brief review of these architectures is
given below.
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2.3.1 Cellular Neural Network (CNN)
Cellular neural network (CNN) is a computational architecture inspired by the neuron and
synapse-based dynamics of a biological brain. A cellular neural network (CNN) platform is
composed of a set of neurons organized as a 2D-array where each neuron is inter-connected
to its local neighbors using synapses [33] [Figure 4]. This local connectivity makes CNN an
attractive hardware platform, particularly in advanced nanometer nodes where interconnect
scaling is challenging [34]. Each cell (Ci j) in CNN consists of three nodes: input (ui j), state










Akl,i j fact(V(xi j)) +
∑
kl∈S i j
Bkl,i jV(ukl) + Ii j, (4a)
yi j = fact(xi j), (4b)
where S i j is the set of neighboring cells directly connected to the cell Ci j. fact is the acti-
vation function with sigmoid characteristics and saturation limits, VT P and VT N . In CNN
dynamics, at equilibrium the output saturates to the limits of fact, VT P or VT N [35]. The
parameters Akl,i j and Bkl,i j represent the feedback and feed-forward templates, and the pa-
rameter Ii j represents the bias term. These template weights are programmed to realize
various functionality of CNN. Figure 4a demonstrated a neighborhood radius (NR) of one
implementation, while a higher NR implementation can be similarly done by interconnect-
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Figure 4: (a) Cellular neural network (CNN) schematic. (b) CNN neuron interconnections for
the neighborhood-radius of two.
An analog implementation of CNN, based on the design in [36], is presented in Figure 5.
The neuron of CNN is implemented using an operation amplifier (op-amp)-based integrator
including resistor & capacitor (RC) elements. A current-source generates bias, Ii j, of the
neuron. A unity-gain op-amp with the saturated output was shown to implement sigmoid
activation-function ( fact) in [36]. A synapse to enable inter-neuron interaction is imple-
mented with operational-transconductance-amplifier (OTA). The OTA-transconductance
matches Akl,i j and Bkl,i j of the neuron.
CNN is a versatile computing platform, and it can be used in a number of computing
tasks by appropriately programming synaptic weights, Akl,i j and Bkl,i j and bias Ii j. Applica-











































Figure 5: An analog implementation of cellular neural network.
2.3.1.1 CNN-based Image Processing
CNN-based image-processing is enabled by appropriately programming CNN-parameters:
Akl,i j, Bkl,i j, and Ii j. The programming parameter templates for various CNN-based image-
processing operations were developed in [35]. The parameter-templates are space-invariant,
i.e., each CNN-cell is operated with the same template. CNN-based image processing and
parameter-templates for edge-detection and noise-filtering is shown in Figure 6. Here, each
pixel of the image is mapped on to the CNN-cell input. And, through appropriate CNN-
parameters and CNN-dynamics, the processed pixel value evolves at the CNN-cell output.
For patterns larger than the CNN array, CNN multiplexes it in a lexicographic fashion (i.e.
left to right and then top to bottom). Overlap (= 2×NR pixels) between the successive steps
is required to account for the interaction from the neighboring pixels.
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Figure 6: Cellular neural network-based image-processing: edge-detection and noise-filtering.
2.3.1.2 CNN-based Associative Memory
CNN-based AM operation is shown in Figure 7, where the association of letters ‘T’, ‘C’
has been established to ‘E’, ‘H’, respectively. Various pixels correspond to the CNN cells,
and black and white color corresponds to VT P or VT N voltages. When the input of the CNN
cells are excited with a distorted pattern of ‘C’, the output of the cells accurately evolve to
the respective pattern ‘H’ at equilibrium. The design of CNN-AM involves the algorithmic
synthesis of CNN-parameters: Akl,i j, Bkl,i j, and Ii j. Various synthesis algorithms for AM on
CNN have been shown, such as, pseudo-inverse based method [37], singular value decom-
position based method [38], and Hebbian learning based method [39]. Different methods
vary in terms of computation cost and robustness of synthesis [40]. Based on the Hebbian
learning rule, method from [39] was shown to be sufficiently robust and with moderate
computation cost. A hetero-associative implementation of this method is shown in Figure
8. Notably, while CNN parameters Akl,i j, Bkl,i j, and Ii j are space-invariant in CNN-based
image-processing, these parameters vary from the cell-to-cell in CNN-based AM.
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Figure 8: A Hebbian learning-based hetero-associative recall algorithm.
2.3.2 Grid-based Non-Boolean Associative Computing with Emerging Devices
A CNN-based robust associative computing requires a much higher inter-cell interconnec-
tions leading to much greater implementation complexity. Beyond CMOS unique charac-
teristics of various emerging devices have been applied to simplify cell design and realize
a highly interconnected network with reduced complexity. Particularly, regular grid based
architectures have been developed where all the computing cells within a column (or, in
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the whole array) are interconnected. Spintronics of magnetic domain-wall-memories was
exploited in a compact, energy-efficient associative computing [41]. Metal-to-insulator
transition in VO2 was exploited in a coupled relaxation oscillatory network for associa-
tive computing [3]. Negative gate-transconductance of single-electron-transistor (SET)
was exploited in an associative computing platform [42]. As well, CMOS and emerging-
technologies-based compact and regular peripherals have been designed for the operation
of a grid-based non-Boolean computing. Winner-take-all (WTA) circuit was demonstrated
in [43] to detect the highest current magnitude column in an array. Another WTA design
combining the unique features of spin magnetic-tunnel-junction (MTJ) with the MOSFET-
based circuitry was proposed in for higher precision and variability tolerance [41]. This
dissertation, similar to the prior works, follows a regular grid-based neuromorphic comput-
ing platform. However, unlike the above approaches, conventional computing transistors
are re-engineered for grid-based neuromorphic computing to facilitate seamless integration
between the conventional computing and neuromorphic computing. Specifically, the dis-
sertation introduces a non-conventional TFET design (called as SO-HTFET), and demon-
strates a grid-based non-Boolean associative computing with SO-HTFET.
2.4 Conclusions
Limitations in MOSFET-based digital and analog computing arise due to a limited switch-
ing slope in MOSFET. This dissertation in the subsequent chapters explores the potential of
an emerging subthermal swing TFET technology to overcome these energy-efficiency lim-
itations of MOSFET. Furthermore, as the electronic computing evolves to unconventional
tasks such as associative memory, there is a critical need to find more suitable computing
architectures for these unconventional tasks. Beyond CMOS characteristics of the emerg-
ing technologies when combined with the suitable non-traditional computing architectures
can unlock much higher energy-efficiency for these unconventional and increasingly preva-
lent tasks. In pursuit of such higher energy-efficiency for various emerging applications,
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this dissertation explores TFET-based cellular neural networks for image processing and
TFET-based non-Boolean associative computing in the subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
EMERGING DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS VARIABILITY
MECHANISMS IN NON-TRADITIONAL MOSFET DESIGN AND
INTEGRATION
Limited switching-slope (SS) and process-variability induced energy-efficiency limitations
in MOSFET-based design were discussed in Chapter 2. A variety of device design and
integration techniques are being pursued by researchers elsewhere to minimize the power-
dissipation and improve the energy-efficiency of MOSFET-based designs. However, vari-
ous device-to-device variability sources lurk in in these non-traditional device design and
integration techniques. This chapter explores these emerging device variability mecha-
nisms in the non-traditional MOSFET design and integration. The contributions discussed
in the chapter were published in [44, 45].
3.1 Threshold-Voltage Variability in Non-traditional High-κ Dielec-
tric MOSFET
A high-κ dielectric/metal gate-stack has replaced the conventional SiO2/Polysilicon gate-
stack in the new generation MOSFET devices. However, the effective gate workfunction
(WF) in HfO2/metal gated transistors is observed to shift from its theoretical value [46].
The anomalous WF shift is attributed to the charged defects, oxygen vacancies (OVs). An
OV is a thermodynamic point defect caused by the diffusion of oxygen from HfO2, which
leaves behind a doubly charged vacancy defect, V++O [Figure 9]. The presence of positively
charged V++O alters the gate electrostatics. Furthermore, in nanoscaled transistors, as the
count and spatial allocation of OVs varies from the device-to-device, OVs also induce a








Figure 9: A demonstration of oxygen-vacancy generation in HfO2.
3.1.1 Oxygen-vacancy Generation Model
The generation of OV can be expressed as
OxO ↔ V
++
O + 2e +
1
2
O2 − ∆G01. (5)
Here, OxO is an oxygen atom in the dielectric HfO2, e is the delocalized surplus electron
created by OV formation, O2 is the oxygen gas molecule, and ∆G01 is the standard free
energy of exchange in OV formation. At equilibrium, according to the law of mass action,
the effective OV concentration is established as
[V++O ]
[OxO]




Here, the quantities in the brackets [] represent the corresponding concentration. TG, f orm is
the gate-stack formation temperature. OV-liberated electrons are collected by the adjacent










Here, EF,m is the metal Fermi energy level. Using Equations 6 & 7, the probability of OV














However, due to its positive charge, an OV affects the potential field and defect energy


























Figure 10: (a) Surplus electrons fall from the trap energy level into the lower energy metal
electrode, and OV dipole forms. (b) OV induced dipole created by the mirror charge.
With the local variation in EOV relative to the metal Fermi level, EF,m, the generation of
another OV in proximity is also affected as is evident from Equation 8. The potential field
due to the positively charged OV can be analyzed by the method of mirror charges [48],
where an opposite and equidistant charge from the metal interface is considered, as shown
in Figure 10b. Considering the dipole formed by the OV and its mirror charge, the potential







The position of the dipole relative to the observation point r is shown in Figure 10b, along
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with the notations, d, r, and θ. Thus, accounting for the potential field of existing OV-











EOV(r) − Σ∆Vi(r) − EF,m
kTG, f orm
). (10)
3.1.2 Simulation Methodology for Oxygen Vacancy-induced Variability
The OV generation probability expression developed in Equation 10 is used to mimic the
random placement of OVs in a HfO2 layer. Films with the dimensions of the HfO2 layer, as
in a transistor, are meshed with the node density ∼55/nm3. This is equivalent to the oxygen
atom density in the HfO2 layer [49]. Each mesh node is considered for possible placement
of an OV. To emulate the amorphous nature of HfO2 film, the order in which the mesh
nodes are considered is randomized. Using the gate-stack process parameters (TG, f orm, pO2,
and gate WF), the expression in Equation 10 is evaluated, and an OV is placed based on
the probability POV(r). Based on [47], for ultrathin films of HfO2, the value G01 = 3 eV is
used. As discussed in [47], this value of G01 explains the experimental observations for the
HfO2/metal gate-stacks in [50]. The energy level EOV is 1.2eV from the HfO2 conduction
band, and it corresponds to the donor level of the doubly charged vacancy, V++O . Based on
ab initio calculations for a-HfO2, the trap charge transition level from the neutral OV to
V++O was computed as ∼1.1eV below the HfO2 conduction band [51]. Likewise, based on
absorption spectra, the trap energy level of the HfO2 films deposited on silicon was found to
be ∼1.2eV from the HfO2 conduction band [52]. In agreement with the above work, here I
have taken the donor energy level (EOV) as 1.2eV below the HfO2 conduction band, since, as
discussed subsequently, it also corroborates the OV concentration from the discussed model
to the experimentally observed concentration in [53]. The OV distribution/concentration in
the successive discussion is obtained for the process parameters: WF = 4.7eV (TiN vacuum
value), pO2 = 5×10−8 atm, and TG, f orm = 1300K (the gate-first process) and 750K (the gate-
last process).
Each OV is represented by a charge cube (dimension: 0.5 nm), and charge density
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equivalent to two electron charges. Using Sentaurus Structure Editor [54], these charged
cubes are placed in the HfO2 layer with the corresponding spatial distribution, as shown in
Figure 11. Simulations of electrical characteristics were performed using Sentaurus device
[54]. Unified mobility models from [55] were used. Scattering models for the mobility
degradation at the channel/gate interface due to high-κ dielectric were used [56]. Quantum
confinement models were used in the channel. A sample distribution of OV-induced surface
potential variability at the oxide/channel interface is shown in Figure 12. A significant
local variability in the potential, ∼0.4-0.65V, is observed. Sharper transitions correspond
to the vacancies located closer to the channel. Due to their greater electric field at the

















Figure 11: (a) FinFET schematic. (b) Charged cubes (0.5 nm) representing a random place-






















Figure 12: OV-induced local variability in surface potential at the channel/oxide interface.
3.1.3 Oxygen Vacancy-induced Variability in FinFET
The implications of oxygen-vacancy induced variability are considered on the non-traditional
MOSFET structure, the FinFET. A schematic drawing of a FinFET was shown in Figure
11a. The gate-stack consists of interfacial oxide, HfO2, and TiN metal electrode. The
channel is considered to be undoped. FinFETs of 22, 16, and 11nm channel length tech-
nology are studied. Various geometry and electrical specifications of the structures are the
same as in [57]. The traditional random-dopant-fluctuations (RDF), metal-gate-granularity
(MGG), and fin/gate-edge-roughness (FER/GER) variability was studied in [57]. To facil-
itate comparison between the OV-induced variability and the other sources of variability,
similar FinFET structures are being studied here.
An ensemble of IDS − VGS characteristics (VDS = VDD = 1V) for the 22-nm technology
n-FinFET with OVs is shown in Figure 13. Hereafter, the presented statistical character-
istics are extracted over 100 random samples. By reducing the effective WF of the metal
electrode, OVs shift the Vth by ∼0.17 V. The distribution of OV-induced Vth variability
is shown in Figure 13b, where OV induces ∼20mV 3σ-variability in Vth. In Figure 13c,
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the correlation of Vth quantiles against the standard Normal is shown for the various tech-
nologies. The Vth distribution closely resembles the standard Normal. Moreover, the Vth
variability increases for the smaller channel length technology.







































































Figure 13: (a) OV-induced Vth shift and variability in IDS -VGS characteristics of 22-nm Fin-
FET. (b) Histogram of Vth variability in 22-nm FinFET. (c) Correlation of OV-induced Vth
quantiles against the standard normal across technologies.
The total variability of FinFET, consisting of RDF, MGG, FER, GER, and OV-induced
variability, is shown in Figure 14. The other variability results (i.e., for RDF, MGG, FER,
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and GER) were presented for similar FinFET structures in [57]. Here, the total variabil-
ity increases for smaller channel length technologies, along with all the other variability
components. By comparison with the other sources of variability, it is evident that the





















Figure 14: OV-induced variability compared with the other sources of variability: RDF,
MGG, FER, and GER.
3.1.4 Implications of Metal Grain Granularity to Oxygen Vacancy Distribution
Notably, oxygen vacancies can also suppress the threshold voltage variability due to metal
grain granularity (MGG). In a granulated metal gate, the oxygen vacancies are attracted
towards a higher workfunction grain as shown in Figure 15a. The presence of a greater
oxygen vacancy concentration underneath a high workfunction grain mitigates the surface
potential variability due to MGG. In Figure 15b, the threshold variability reduction ∆Vth is
shown at varying oxygen partial pressure conditions and for various average grain sizes. A
variation in oxygen partial pressure affects the net concentration of oxygen vacancy as seen
in Equation 10. Therefore, with an optimal oxygen vacancy placement, the effect of MGG

















































Figure 15: (a) Under metal gate granularity, a higher oxygen vacancy concentration under
higher workfunction metal grain. (b) MGG-induced variability suppression at varying oxygen
vacancy concentration.
Therefore, while a high-κ metal-gate process is useful to suppress gate-leakage, poly-
depletion, Fermi-level pinning, and high gate-resistance, OV induced variability becomes
a critical concern with this non-traditional gate-stack. Furthermore, OV induced variability
becomes a greater concern than the other traditional (such as RDF) and emerging (such as
MGG) variability mechanisms.
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3.2 Threshold Voltage Modulation in Non-traditional Three-Dimensional
MOSFET Integration
The three-dimensional (3-D) integration of MOSFETs minimizes interconnect power-dissipation
and enhances bandwidth. This section investigates a physical phenomenon, i.e., the effect
of the throughoxide-via (TOV) potential on the neighboring devices in a 3-D system. Con-
sidering a fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) transistor as the device-under-test,
TOV induced critical challenges in a 3-D integrated FDSOI transistor are examined.
3.2.1 Through-Oxide-Via-induced Back-Gate Effect
TOVs in a 3-D system carry static (supply and ground) and dynamic (clock and logic
signals) voltages [58]. In a 3-D system, TOVs are isolated from SOI devices through the
surrounding dielectric. The static or dynamic voltage in TOVs modulates electric field in
the surrounding dielectric [see Figure 16]. The net effect is a variation in the back-gate
potential of the neighboring SOI devices. For FDSOI devices, a variation in the backgate





Figure 16: Interaction of TOV and FD-SOI device in a 3-D integrated system.
3.2.2 Through-Oxide-Via-induced On/Off-current and Threshold Voltage Modula-
tion
The threshold voltage of a FDSOI device strongly depends on the back-gate bias [59].
Hence, the TOV potential variation strongly modulates the threshold voltage of the devices.
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For a closely located FET, a higher TOV potential results in an increased (positive) back-
gate potential for the FDSOI device. A higher back-gate potential reduces the threshold
voltage of the NFET. On the other hand, a lower TOV potential decreases the back-gate
potential, resulting in lower effective gate-to-back-gate potential VGB. A lower VGB value
thus reduces the threshold voltage of the PFET.
Since the variation in the threshold voltage of the FET is due to the TOV-induced back-
gate effect, it follows similar geometrical dependence as described in the earlier section.
Figures 17 & 18 show the change in the threshold voltage for the NFET and the PFET
when the via potential changes from 0 to 1 V (VDD). The change in the threshold voltage
is shown for different separations between the TOV and the FET and for varying diameters
of the TOV. A reduction in the threshold voltage exponentially increases the subthreshold
leakage. Therefore, in 3-D systems, when the TOV potential is high, it increases the leak-
age of the NFET, whereas, when the TOV potential is low, it increases the leakage of the
PFET. Figures 17 shows the increase in the leakage of the NFET for the TOV potential at
VDD from the leakage for the TOV potential of 0 V (top). In Figure 18, PFET leakage
increases for the TOV potential at 0V from the leakage for the TOV potential of VDD. A
significant variation in the leakage current is evident. For example, for a 5-µm TOV, both
NFETs and PFETs as far as 8 µm can experience almost ∼50%100% increase in the leak-
age, depending on the TOV potential. Corresponding variations to the on-current are also
analyzed. However, since the oncurrent has a weaker dependence on the threshold voltage,















































(VTOV = 0) → (0)




Figure 17: Effect of the TOV on the NFET: (a) threshold voltage, (b) subthreshold leakage

















































(VTOV = 0) → (0)
(VTOV = 1) → (1)
Figure 18: Effect of the TOV on the PFET: (a) threshold voltage, (b) subthreshold leakage Io f f
, and (c) on-current (Ion). [TOV diameter, blue: 1 µm, black: 2 µm, red: 5 µm ]
3.3 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed the emerging variability sources in non-traditional MOSFET
design and integration. Although, a high-κ/metal gate process in MOSFET suppresses gate-
leakage, poly-depletion, and Fermi-pinning, a workfunction variability is introduced as a
result of thermodynamic defect, oxygen-vacancy (OV). A 3-D integration of MOSFET is
promising for suppressing interconnect power-dissipation and enhancing bandwidth, how-
ever, 3-D via induces on/off-current and threshold-voltage modulation. Therefore, along
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with a limited switching slope, foregoing and emerging process induced variability lim-
its VDD scaling and energy-efficiency of MOSFET-based designs. Therefore, it becomes
critical to explore the computing devices which can overcome the switching slope limita-
tions of MOSFET, and the computing architectures which are more resilient against process
variation. The subsequent chapters in this dissertation explore TFET and TFET-based non-
traditional computing architectures for the above goals.
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE NEURON-BASED POWER-GATING EFFICIENCY
LEARNING, AND APPLICATION TO SELF-ADAPTIVE
POWER-GATING
A low-power learner-circuit based on a single neuron-dynamics is presented in this chap-
ter to characterize the trade-off between leakage-saving and transition-energy overhead in
power-gating (PG). A self-adaptive PG scheme is demonstrated that utilizes the learner cir-
cuit to adaptively invoke PG only when leakage saving is more than the transition energy
overhead. A 130nm test-chip demonstrates functionality of the learner-circuit and its appli-
cation to adaptive-PG under varying process, temperature, and idle signal pattern. Various
contributions discussed in this chapter were published in [60, 61].
4.1 Fine-Grained Power-Gating
Fine-grained PG is gaining interest to save leakage-energy during brief idle periods in indi-
vidual power-domains. Various micro-architectural control signals such as block access
signal for caches [62], clock-gating signals for cores [63], or input/output data-phases
of look-up tables (LUTs) for FPGA [64] can be used to locally extract idle signal (IDL)
for run-time fine-grained PG. However, the leakage saving (∆Pleak) through PG comes at
the expense of transition-energy overhead (Eov). When the overhead-energy exceeds the
leakage-energy saving (i.e.
∫
∆Pleakdt), PG becomes energy-inefficient. The idle-signal
(IDL) generated purely based on the logical activity does not account for the ∆PleakEov
trade-off, and hence, degrades the PG energy-efficiency.
Various PG schemes utilize ‘PG controller’ to extract the PG signal from IDL while
accounting for ∆PleakEov trade-off [65, 66, 67]. However, due to the process/temperature
(P/T) dependence of leakage-current, ∆Pleak varies from chip-to-chip, within a chip, and
over time. Hence, on-line sensing of local P/T variation is critical to accurately account
for ∆Pleak Eov trade-off during PG signal generation. A small area/power overhead of the
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PG-controllers is also desired.
4.2 Single Neuron Dynamics-based Power-Gating-Efficiency Learner
A low-power power-gating-efficiency (PGE) learner based on a single neuron-dynamics is
discussed here to generate PG signal from IDL considering variations in process, tempera-










y = fth(x). (11b)
Here, ‘x’ represents the state of the neuron, and ‘y’ represents its output. The term ‘−x/R’
represents the rate of loosing (forgetting) the current state of the neuron. And, the term
‘g(yi)’ represents the rate of learning from the other neurons (or, the external environment)
to update its current state. ‘ fth’ is a threshold-function to generate ‘y’ from ‘x’.
When the neuron-dynamics is applied to learn PGE, a single neuron learns Eov in the
current state (i.e., ‘x’). The neurons looses (forgets) its current-state by ∆Pleak rate to rep-
resent the net energy-saving,
∫
∆Pleakdt − Eov, as its current-state. A comparator reading
the current-state of PGE learner creates a binary output ‘y’ to denote any positive leakage-
energy savings. If y = 1 (i.e., positive leakage-energy savings), the PG signal for a domain
follows IDL, otherwise, the PG is not employed on the domain.
4.3 Power-Gating-Efficiency Learner Implementation and Operation
4.3.1 Power-Gating-Efficiency Learner Implementation
Consider the PGE learner design for a power-gated system using a p-type PG transistor (as
shown in Figure 19). The schematic of the PGE learner is shown in Figure 20. The learner
is controlled by the idle-signal of the PG-domain (i.e., IDL). A 0-to-1 transition in IDL
shifts a PG domain to the idle-mode. The mode-transition incurs energy-overhead (Eov/tran)
as a result of switching of the virtual VDD, intermediate logic-nodes, and gate-capacitance
of the sleep-PMOS. Power gated mode (IDL=1) reduces leakage-power by ∆Pleak. With
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a 0-to-1 transition in IDL, transistor T XN is activated through the edge-detector and the
































Figure 20: Power-gating-efficiency learner schematic.
When IDL=1, the sub-threshold biased transistor T XP increases the potential of node
S T , and the record of previous overhead-expense is gradually erased (forgotten). T XN and
T XP can be designed to ensure that V(S T ) follows Eov/tran and ∆Pleak, respectively, of the
PG-domain. This is achieved through the design equations,
I(T XP) ∝ ∆Pleak (12a)
TPW × I(T XN) ∝ Eov/tran (12b)
I(T XP)









where I(T XP) is the current through T XP, TPW is the pulse-width generated by the edge-
detector, and I(T XN) is the on-current of T XN . INPG and IPG are the leakage-currents of the
PG-domain in the non-power-gated and power-gated modes, respectively. To minimize the
area of PGE-learner, T XN can be of the minimum-width, and T XP can be determined by
Equation 12c. The design equation (Equation 12c) is required to also track the temperature
changes. Eov/tran is relatively insensitive to temperature, while ∆Pleak is very sensitive to
temperature. Thus, temperature sensitivity of I(T XP) can be matched to track ∆Pleak under






∝ Vth,T XP − VS G. (13)
The sensitivity is higher at a smaller source-gate voltage (VS G), and appropriate VBIAS and
T XP width can be designed. The operation of PGE learner is independent of the capacitance
(CS T ) at the node S T [see Equation 12c]. However, a very small CS T can result in saturation
of the node S T within the observation period (i.e. V(S T )→ VDD or zero). On the other
hand, a larger CS T reduces the sensitivity of T XP & T XN induced modulation to V(S T ).
Hence, a larger CS T can increase the risk of erroneous comparator output in the presence
of comparator-off-set and/or dynamic noise. Hence, an appropriate CS T needs to be used
considering these trades-off.
4.3.2 Break-Even and Power-Gating-Efficiency Tracking
The operation waveform of PGE-learner are shown in Figure 21. The PGE-learner is used
to predict the process/temperature dependent break-even time. The break-even (BE) time is
defined as the minimum-off period (TOFF) that makes PG beneficial i.e.
∫
∆Pleakdt > Eov.
In Figure 21a, following 0→1 transition in IDL signal, T XN reduces V(S T ) which is slowly
raised again by T XP at IDL=1. At the time when V(S T ) returns back to its initial condition
(i.e. VREF), the comparator’s output (CTRL) changes from 0→1. Following Equation 12c,
at this time
∫
∆Pleakdt > Eov. Hence, BE of the PG-domain is estimated by this duration as
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shown in Figure 21a.
The PGE-learner tracks the net energy-savings over an extended observation period as
shown in Figure 21b. During the total observation period (Tobs), the energy-saving in the
PG-domain can be expressed as
Eleakage,saving =
∫
∆Pleakdt − Eov = TOFF∆Pleak − N × Eov/tran, (14)
where TOFF is the total off period (i.e. with IDL=1) and N is the total numbers of 0→1
transition in IDL during Tobs. At the end of Tobs, following (Equation 12c) the change in
potential V(S T ) is:
∆VS T = VS T (Tobs) − VREF ∝ Eleakage,saving. (15)
Hence, ∆VS T > 0 indicates the net energy-saving and beneficial PG during Tobs. On the
other hand, ∆VS T < 0 denotes excessive overheads. RD enabled comparator at the end of
Tobs reads the polarity of ∆VS T as the digitized output (CTRL).
time
CTRL
TXN induced VST reduction at IDL 0→1
VREF
TXP induced VST charging at IDL =1








Figure 21: Power-gating-efficiency learner operation: (a) break-even time tracking and (b)
leakage-energy savings
∫
∆Pleakdt − Eov tracking.
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4.4 Self-Adaptive Power-Gating with Power-Gating-Efficiency Learner
A self-adaptive PG (SAPG) scheme as shown in Figure 22 utilizes the PGE learner’s output
to minimize the leakage energy. In Figure 20, RD determines the observation cycle (CN) of
the PGE-learner to analyze the activity pattern (i.e. IDL). At the beginning of CN , the node
ST is charged to the reference voltage (VREF) through the transmission gate (in Figure 20)
using the control signal RCH. At the end of CN , VS T is compared to VREF using a clocked-
comparator (in Figure 20) controlled by the signal RD, and generates the output signal
CTRL. If CTRL=0 (
∫
∆Pleakdt < Eov case), the multiplexer in Figure 22 avoids PG in the
next cycle CN+1. Hence, PG is only invoked if it was beneficial in the previous observation


























Figure 22: A demonstration of self-adaptive power-gating.
4.5 Test-chip and Measurement Results
The PGE learner is demonstrated in a test-chip designed in 130nm CMOS (Figure 23,
Table 1). An internal signal-generator generates the RD/RCH signals for learner. The
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IDL signals were generated internally or supplied externally through field-programmable-
gate-array (FPGA). Four PG domains were implemented with regular-Vth (RVT) and low-
Vth (LVT) transistors. Each domain consisted of a chain of 301 inverters to emulate a
very fine-grain PG condition. PGE-learners were embedded within each domain. The
RVT and LVT PG-domains emulate extreme within-chip process variations. To emulate
dynamic temperature variations a heater, designed with diffusion resistors, is embedded in
the design. Heater-power is varied to control on-chip temperature.
Table 1: Proto-type chip specifications
Technology 130nm
VDD 1.2V
PG-transistor area 120µm2 ( 7% of the block area)
PGE-learner area 180µm2






















Supply voltage to heater and inverter chain, and measure power
Figure 23: Test-chip photo-shot and experimental setup.
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4.5.1 Characterization of Break-Even Learning Accuracy
The accuracy of the proposed PGE learner is characterized by comparing the actual BE of
a PG domain with the BE predicted by the learner [Figure 24]. The actual BE is measured
by directly power-gating the domain with the periodic idle patterns (IDL) of fixed on time
(TON = 250ns) and varying off time (TOFF). At a lower TOFF , because of the lesser net off-
time and higher overheads, the average total (leakage + overhead) energy of the domain
increases. The corresponding results (label: PG) are shown in Figure 24. The non power
gated (label: NPG) case is the leakage power in absence of PG. The measured (or actual)
BE of PG domain is defined as the TOFF at which the NPG and PG curves intersects (Figure
24). For an idle pattern with TOFF = BE, the overhead is equal to the leakage saving. The
measured BEs for the LVT design is 1µs and 2.7µs for 25W/cm2 and 2.5W/cm2 heater
powers, respectively. As a result of to its lower leakage, the RVT design exhibits a larger
BE time ( 27µs) as shown in Figure 24b.













































































































Figure 24: Measurement results with idle signals of varying TOFF and comparison of power
in various modes: (a) LVT design and (b) RVT design.
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The BE predicted by the PGE learner is measured by applying the similar IDL signal of
varying TOFF and observing the output PG signal. The measured waveforms in Figure 25
show that for the learner blocks the IDL patterns with very low TOFF (i.e. the
∫
∆Pleakdt <
Eov case resulting in CTRL=0). The IDL patterns with higher TOFF pass through (i.e. PG
= IDL) the learner. The learner’s predicted BE is defined as the TOFF of IDL when CTRL
makes the 0→1 transition (i.e. the PG signal starts to follow IDL). The heater power (or
temperature) dependent BE tracking is also shown in the figure. At the lower heater power








Low TOFF High TOFF
Figure 25: A Measurement results on break-even point tracking at varying on-chip tempera-
ture.
4.5.2 Self-Adaptive Power-Gating at varying Process/Temperature Conditions
The effectiveness of SAPG is evaluated for varying activity of the IDL signal, process, and
temperature conditions. The power dissipation (leakage + overhead + learner) of SAPG
(label: SAPG) is compared with that of the PG and NPG cases. First, the effectiveness
of SAPG is studied at varying activity (i.e. varying TOFF) of IDL signal (Figure 24). At
very low TOFF , the SAPG reduces power by avoiding PG, while at very high TOFF SAPG
reduces power by performing PG. The effectiveness of SAPG is next studied for constant
activity (TOFF = 2µs) of the IDL signal but varying heater power and temperature. As
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shown in Figure 26, PG becomes expensive for heater power < 10W/cm2 and the SAPG
configures the LVT domain to the NPG mode. Therefore, the SAPG successfully optimally
configures a PG domain to the lower power mode between PG and NPG.









































Figure 26: Self-adaptive power-gating across power-density (TOFF = 2µs), LVT design.
4.5.3 Implications of the Learning Cycle
Implications of the learning cycle in SAPG are discussed in Figure 27. The proposed SAPG
dynamically adapts to the varying PG patterns as illustrated in the example waveform in
Figure 27a. However, the effectiveness of the adaptation depends on the learning cycle
(i.e. the period of RD). If there is a drastic change in the activity pattern, a larger learning
period (Tlearn) suffers from the lag in adaptation and reduces the effectiveness of SAPG.
The effect of adaptation lag is illustrated in Figure 27b which shows the unwanted PG at
high IDL activity and missed PG opportunities at the low IDL activity. A smaller learning
cycle reduces the missed opportunity and unwanted PG regions. However, the smaller
learning cycle has larger-power overheads because of frequent access to the comparator
and the recharge circuit. A pseudo-random-sequence (PRS) of varying TOFF is considered
to study the effect of Tlearn. The power with the SAPG is measured considering the PRS idle
pattern and a periodic idle pattern at varying Tlearn (Figure 27c, the power of the each case
is normalized with respect to their values at Tlearn = 250µs). While for a periodic pattern
larger Tlearn is advantageous, for the PRS case reducing Tlearn initially improves SAPG (the
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optimal Tlearn for this example is ∼ 7µs). As the functionality of SAPG does not depend on




























































Figure 27: Self-adaptive power-gating (SAPG) for varying activity patterns: (a) measured
waveform showing SAPG at randomly varying activity, (b) measured waveform showing the
better adaptation at smaller learning cycle, and (c) measured total (leakage + overhead +
leaner) power at various learning cycle for different patterns.
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4.6 Limitations of the PGE Learner-based Power-Gating
The key challenge for the PGE learner is the prediction inaccuracies caused by the com-
parator’s offset and dynamic-noise. Especially, at the condition
∫
∆Pleakdt ∼ Eov, the de-
veloped V(S T ) in a PGE-learner is close to VREF and hence, dynamic-noise and offset in
the comparator affects the transition of the CTRL signal as shown in Figure 28.






















Figure 28: PGE Learner’s probability to power-gate under dynamic noise.
The BE misprediction due to the dynamic-noise/offset leads to inaccurate transitions
between the PG and NPG modes [Figure 29]. The effect of misprediction is illustrated
in Figure 29a which shows that the SAPG power with mispredicted BE (=BE2) can be
higher than the power with the ideal prediction (BE1). The maximum penalty due to the
misprediction is measured for various heater-power (i.e., on-chip temperature) but at a
constant activity (TOFF) of IDL. At a lower on-chip temperature (lower heater-power), the
effect of dynamic-noise is higher because of the lower current through T XP and a higher
impedance at the node S T [Figure 28]. However, it can be interpreted from Figure 24 that
at low-temperature, the leakage + overhead power of a PG-domain changes only slowly
with TOFF near the BE point. The measurement of the gradient-of-power against TOFF at
BE for different heater-power verifies the above observation (Figure 29b). Hence, even a
large inaccuracy in the BE causes less power-penalty at a lower temperature. Hence, even
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assuming a worst case of misprediction, the power-penalty over a wide range of on-chip
power-density remains within 5% in Figure 29b.












































































































Figure 29: Implications of PGE learner-inaccuracy: (a) power-penalty in SAPG due to BE in-
accuracy, and (b) power-penalty due to dynamic-noise across power densities (temperatures).
Furthermore, dedicated PGE learners for several PG-domains increase implementation-
complexity. The analog-voltages (VREF , VBIAS ) and digital-signals (RD, RCH) are required
for each PGE-learner’s operation. Therefore, sharing VREF , VBIAS , RD, and RCH generation
circuits among multiple PG-domains is necessary to reduce this overhead. Nonetheless,
fine-grained distribution of these voltages and signals will add to the routing overheads,
and a full-chip analysis will be required to optimize the number/placements of the learners.
Also, note that the discussed inverter-chain-based logic-block ignores the input vectors and
internal-state dependent leakage-variation in a logic-block. The state-dependent leakage of
the PG block can be considered in the PGE learner by programming the width of T XP based
on input/output flip-flop states before each PG event. However, as leakage of a logic-block
experiences only limited change with the input vector [68], such state-dependent inaccuracy
of the learner can be ignored to avoid a more complex PGE-learner implementation.
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4.7 Comparison with the Prior Works
A comparison of the proposed PGE-learner with the existing PG-controllers [] is presented
in Table 2. Since the detailed controller schematics were not presented in the works [65, 66,
67], a standard implementation with D-flip-flops, counters, and state-machine is assumed
while estimating the transistor count. For [67], a look-up-table (LUT) of eight-words with
eight-bits is assumed. The primary advantage of the proposed neuron dynamics-based
design is a small-area/power as a result of the elimination of counters, registers, state-
machines, and LUTs. The proposed learner also only dissipates ∼100nW power (in 130nm
CMOS) which is much lower than the other works: 48.3W (in 90nm technology [65]) and
184W (in 90nm technology [66]). The asynchronous implementation of the controller in
[64] has an equivalent area, but it lacks adaptation against process/temperature variation
and history.
Table 2: Comparison of PGE-learner with the prior-art
Properties PGE learner [65] [66] [64] [67, 69]
No. of transistors 57 86 210 500 600
Area Small Small Medium Large Large
Power Small Small Large Large Large
Proc./Temp. based adaptation Yes No No No Yes
History based adaptation Yes No No Yes Yes
4.8 Conclusions
A PGE learner-based on the dynamic of a single neuron operation was discussed in this
chapter. The PGE learner enables dynamic configuration of a circuit domain to PG and
NPG mode to optimally trade-off leakage-saving with energy-overhead. Measurement-
results in 130nm CMOS demonstrate that the learner accurately tracks the break-even cycle
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of a PG-domain and performs self-adaptive power-gating. The leaner has lower area/power
overhead than the existing techniques while enabling process, temperature, and history
based adaptation. Therefore, the proposed leaner can be distributed locally to facilitate





The potential of Tunneling-Field-Effect-Transistors (Tunnel FETs or TFETs) is discussed
in this chapter to enable ultra-low-power analog-designs. TFET can achieve ultra-low
quiescent current (<pA) and higher transconductance-per-bias-current than the conven-
tional transistors MOSFET, and a very high output-resistance to enable low-power, energy-
efficient analog-circuits. Specifically, challenges and opportunities in the design of TFET-
based Operational-Transconductance-Amplifier (OTA) is discussed in this chapter. An
ultra-low-power, energy-efficient TFET-OTA becomes the integral component in TFET-
based large-scale, energy-efficient analog neuromorphic-computing as discussed in the suc-
cessive chapters. Various contributions discussed in this chapter were published in [70, 71].
5.1 Motivation to Employ TFET for Low-Power Analog-Computing
To illustrate the potential of TFET for low-power analog-computing, let’s first consider
the analog-operation of the conventional transistor MOSFET. Transconductance-per-bias-
current (gm/IDS ) and transition-frequency ( fT ) of N-MOSFET, in 90nm CMOS technology,
is demonstrated across bias conditions in Figure 30. It is observed that gm/IDS is signifi-
cantly enhanced in the subthreshold-region (i.e., VGS < Vth, Vth is the threshold-voltage of
the transistor). An enhanced gm/IDS in the subthreshold-region is a result of the exponen-
tial dependence of drain-current to gate-voltage in the transistor. However, because of a
lower drain-current, fT of the transistor reduces in the subthreshold-region. Hence, when
the speed requirements are not stringent, the subthreshold-operation of MOSFET will be






















































Figure 30: Bias-dependences for n-MOSFET in 90nm CMOS: (a) gm/IDS and (b) fT . [Vth =
0.4V]


























Hence, an even higher gm/IDS in MOSFET is constrained by its SS. Meanwhile, SS in
MOSFET is bounded by the thermal-energy of its charge-carriers (kT ), and SS< 60mV/decade
(at room temperature). TFET, however, uses quantum-mechanical band-to-band-tunneling
(BTBT) for its charge-conduction, and unlike MOSFET, SS in TFET is not bounded by
the thermal-energy of carriers. TFETs have shown to achieve SS lower than 60mV/decade
[72]. With a lower SS, therefore, TFET can achieve higher gm/IDS , and TFET-based analog-
designs can be more energy-efficient than MOSFET.
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5.2 TFET Characteristics
Band-to-band-tunneling (BTBT) based charge-conduction in TFET was discussed in Chap-
ter 2. The role of channel-material engineering and a source/channel heterojunction was
also discussed to overcome the on-current limitations in silicon-TFET. In this section,
simulation-methodology to evaluate TFET is presented, and key-characteristics of TFETs
of various channel-materials are compared. For CMOS compatibility, silicon/germanium
heterojunction TFET is considered. For higher performance, GaSb/InAs heterojunction
TFET is considered.
5.2.1 Simulations of TFET
Since TFET is an emerging-technology and its test-structures are not commercially avail-
able, technology-computer-assisted-design (TCAD)-based simulations are used for the ex-
ploration of TFET. The electrical-characteristics of TFETs of various channel-materials
are extracted using commercial TCAD simulator Sentaurus Device from Synopsys [73]. A
non-local BTBT model is used. A non-local BTBT model dynamically searches for the
tunneling-path by following the steepest energy-band gradient at varying bias conditions.
Because of the dynamic tunneling-path adaptation, a non-local BTBT model is more ac-
curate than the conventional Schenk’s [74] and Hurkx’s [75] models. Shockley-Read-Hall
(SRH) recombination model is also used for the realistic estimation of TFET off-current.
5.2.2 Calibration of TFET Simulation Parameters
Fabrication and measurements of Si-Ge and III-V heterojunction TFETs were presented in
[1, 2]. An equivalent TCAD structure is considered in Figure 31 & 32 to calibrate the sim-
ulation parameters against the measured characteristics. Various simulation parameters for
Si-Ge TFET in Table 3 were obtained through the TCAD calibration of a p-Ge MOSFET
and Ge-TFETs characteristics. To model TAT induced leakage, an effective τmax for the
Si-Ge TFET is used here in association with the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination
model [76]. Doping and material dependence on τmax are ignored for the sake of simplicity
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and due to a lack of the adequate measured data. Various simulation parameters for III-V
TFET in Table 4 are obtained here by calibration to the measured characteristics in [2].









































Figure 32: III-V heterojunction TFET demonstration: (a) fabricated structure in [2] and (b)
equivalent TCAD structure.
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Table 3: Si-Ge TFET simulation parameters
Physics Parameter Si Si0.73Ge0.27 Si0.56Ge0.44 Ref
BTBT Apath (/cm3/s) 3.29×1015 2.68×1015 2.37×1015
[77]
Bpath (V/cm) 2.38×107 1.87×107 1.63×107
Ppath (eV) 0.037 0.037 0.037
Band-energy Eg0 (eV) Default 1.04 0.92
[78]
χ0 (eV) Default 4.04 4.03
SRH
recombination





Hurks TAT mt 0.5, 0.5 0.4, 0.46 0.33, 0.43
[79]
A correlation of the measured and simulated characteristics is shown in Figure 33. In
Figure 33a, the drain-current of Si-Ge TFET is dominated by the TAT component and
especially for the low gate-voltages. Notably, a dominant TAT in Si-Ge TFET masks the
sharper SS of BTBT. Although, TAT induced leakage is much higher in III-V TFET than
Si-Ge TFET, a much improved BTBT overcomes TAT induced SS degradation.
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Table 4: III-V TFET simulation parameters
Physics Parameter GaAs0.4Sb0.6 In0.65Ga0.35As
BTBT Apath (/cm3/s) 1.68×2020 1.49×1020
Bpath (V/cm) 7.39×106 5.38×106
Ppath (eV) 0 0
Band-energy Eg0 (eV) 0.87 0.78
χ0 (eV) 4.19 4.61
SRH recombination τmax (s) 10−10, 10−10 10−10, 10−10
Hurks TAT mt 0.05, 0.06 0.03, 0.03








































































Figure 33: Calibration of TCAD simulation parameters against hardware: (a) Si-Ge TFET
and (b) III-V TFET.
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5.2.3 Electrical-Characteristics of TFETs of Various Channel Materials
The characteristics of Si-Ge and III-V heterojunction TFET are compared considering the
equivalent geometry and process adaptation shown in Table 5. The calibrated simula-
tion parameters in Table 3 & 4 are used for the respective TFETs. A drain-underlap is
adopted to suppress the ambipolar current conduction in TFETs. A steep doping-gradient
(2nm/decade) is considered at the source/channel-junction in both the TFETs to enhance
their on-currents. The characteristics of TFETs are also compared against an equivalent
channel length (45nm) and fin-width (7nm) FinFET. The fin-height in FinFET is 25nm,
and the drain (source) doping is 1020/cm3. For FinFET, unified mobility model, high-κ in-
duced mobility degradation model, and TAT & BTBT models with the silicon parameters
in Table 3 are used.
Table 5: TFET geometrical and process specifications
Parameter Si-Ge TFET III-V TFET
LG (nm) 45nm 45nm
TFW (nm) 7nm 7nm
LDU (nm) 5nm 5nm
TOX (interfacial ox. thickness) (nm) 0.7nm 0.7nm
THK (high-K ox. thickness) (nm) 2nm 2nm
Embedded layer thickness (nm) 6nm -
Source doping (/cm3) 1020 4×1019
Drain doping (/cm3) 5×1018 4×1017
Source doping gradient (nm/decade) 2 2
Gate workfunction (eV) 4.15 4.65
Drain-current (IDS ) and transconductance (gm) of the various TFETs and FinFET is
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shown at varying gate voltage (VGS ) in Figure 34. The characteristics with a dashed-line
are for the calibrated TAT parameters as listed in Table 4. The characteristics with a solid-
line are when the respective calibrated generation-recombination time-constant (τmax) has
been scaled down by a factor of 1000. Notably, a lower τmax represents a lower trap-density
to suppress the TAT-induced leakage.





































































Figure 34: Comparison of characteristics among Si-Ge TFET, III-V-TFET, and FinFET: (a)
IDS -VGS and (b) gm-VGS .
In Figure 34a, a suppressed TAT displays much lower off-current in both the TFETs
and FinFET. However, containing TAT is rather more critical for Si-Ge TFET where the
TAT-induced leakage masks the steep switching slope of BTBT. With a contained TAT, the
Si-Ge TFET and III-V TFET show a much steeper switching-slope than in the FinFET.
Bandgap of the channel and source materials controls the on-current (ION) and off-current
(IOFF) in TFETs. A high source and channel bandgap results in a much lower ION & IOFF
in Si-Ge TFET than in a FinFET. Meanwhile, in III-V channel TFETs, a higher ION & IOFF
is due to a low source/channel bandgap. In Figure 34b, a steeper switching-slope in both
the TFETs improves their gm per bias-current (i.e., gm/IDS ). However, the suppression of
TAT is critical to obtain a higher gm/IDS in both the Si-Ge TFET and III-V TFET. Notably,
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with a suppressed TAT, a III-V TFET achieves several times higher gm/IDS than in FinFET.
Drain current saturation in both the TFETs and FinFET is compared in Figure 35. The
gate voltage in each transistor is selected such as the saturated drain current is 10 nA/µm.
Notably, saturation in both the TFETs is delayed as compared to in FinFET. Si-Ge TFET
incurs a higher saturation delay as compared to III-V TFET. A higher saturation voltage
in TFETs will limit their output voltage swing. However, TFETs also achieve a much
steady saturation than FinFET, and thereby will exhibit a higher output resistance (rO) than
FinFET. The drain current in TFETs is controlled by their source/channel electrostatics
rather the gate/channel electrostatics as in a FinFET. Therefore, unlike a MOSFET, the
drain fringing fields have a limited influence in the source/channel electrostatics of a TFET
resulting in an ideal saturation and a high rO.





























Figure 35: Comparison of IDS -VDS characteristics among Si-Ge TFET, III-V-TFET, and Fin-
FET.
Capacitances in various TFETs are compared in Figure 36. The gate-to-drain capaci-
tance (CGD) in TFET is dominant over the gate-to-source capacitance (CGS ). Meanwhile, in
FinFET, CGS is dominant over CGD [80]. In TFET, a forward-biased channel/drain-junction
strongly couples channel-charge with the drain-voltage resulting in a much higher CGD.
However, if VGS is adequately lower than VDS , TFETs can have a lower CGD than FinFET
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as shown in Figure 36d. Therefore, the bias conditions of TFET-based analog designs can
be appropriately designed to obviate a higher CGD in TFET. III-V channel TFETs have a
lower-capacitance than the silicon-channel TFETs because of a lower density-of-states in
their channel than in silicon [9].









































































































































Figure 36: Comparison of capacitance among Si-Ge TFET, III-V-TFET, and FinFET: (a) CGS -
VGS (VDS = 0.1 V), (b) CGS -VGS (VDS = 1 V), (c) CGD-VGS (VDS = 0.1 V), and (d) CGD-VGS
(VDS = 1 V)
.
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5.3 TFET-based Circuit Simulation Methodology
To explore TFET-based circuit designs, a compact model of TFET is required. Various
compact-modeling works for TFET are underway [21, 81, 82]; however, a comprehen-
sive commercial compact model for TFET is yet to appear. In lieu of a compact model,
the simulation methodology shown in Figure 37 is followed for the evaluations of TFET-
based circuits. In the methodology, at first electrical characteristics (IDS , CGS , and CGD)
of TFET are extracted using Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD simulations with bias-conditions
finely varying over a wide operating-range. Next, Verilog-A based table-models are con-
structed by interpolating the characteristics with quadratic spline. Spice circuit-simulations
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Figure 37: Simulation methodology for TFET-based circuit designs.
5.4 TFET-based Operational-Transconductance-Amplifier
Schematic of an OTA is shown in Figure 38a, where OTA consists of the transconductance
generator (TG) and current summer (CS). In Figure 38b, the OTA generates an output
current, IOUT , proportional to its input voltage, VIN . Transconductance, GM, of an OTA
is defined as the slope of its OUT -VIN characteristics. OTA transconductance (OTA-GM)
is controlled by its bias current, IBIAS . A cross coupled configuration at the TG stage, as
shown in Figure 38a, expands the linearity of OTA. Transistor M1a (M2a) is sized ‘K’ times
higher than M1b (M2b). The net transconductance (i.e. Gm,T )) in a cross-coupled OTA
achieves a higher linear range, when the transconductance of each of the cross-coupled
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pair compensates for the roll-off in the other. In Figure 38b, with a higher ‘K’, the linearity
of cross-coupled OTA increases. The optimal ‘K’ is also dependent upon the switching
slope of the transistor. Particularly, for TFET since its switching-slope depends on VGS ,

























































Figure 38: (a) Schematic of cross-coupled operational-transconductance-amplifier (OTA). (b)
IOUT -VIN of the OTA at varying design factor K.
The key characteristics of OTA designed by SiGe-TFET, III-V-TFET, and FinFET are
compared in Figure 39. OTAs-based on the various transistors have the same geometrical
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specifications as shown in Table 6. However, the width parameter K is optimized for each
OTA at varying operation power to limit distortion from linearity. A linearity range of 40
mV and -40 mV across VCM is considered for each OTA. The maximum distortion from
linearity occurs at the limits of the linearity range, i.e., at the input voltages VT P and VT N
(here, VT P = 40 mV & VT N = -40 mV). The maximum distortion from linearity is obtained
by best-fitting the OTA IOUT -VIN against a cubic polynomial, f (x) = p3 × x3 + p2 × x2 +
p1 × x + p0. The distortion from linearity is defined as V2T P × |p3|/|p1|. The OTA design
parameter ‘K’ is optimized so that the distortion from linearity is < 10%.
Table 6: TFET-OTA design specifications
VDD 0.8V M1b (M2b) 100 nm
M3a (M3b) 500 nm M4a (M4c) 200 nm
M4b (M5a) 200 nm MR 3
In Figure 39a, GM/POT A of various OTAs are compared across bias power by varying

























Here, K is the transistor width ratio for M1a to M1b (M2a to M2b), and MR is the mirror ratio
of current summation stage, i.e., the ratio of width for M4b to M4a (M4d to M4c).
From Equation 17, higher gm/IDS of input transistors improves GM/POT A. Since TFETs
have higher gm/IDS at lower IDS due to steepening SS, GM/POT A of TFET-OTAs increases
at the lower bias power. Si-Ge-TFET-OTA at < 1 pW and III-V-TFET-OTA at < 50nW
have higher GM/POT A than even an ideal MOSFET-based OTA. The ideal MOSFET-OTA
characteristics are extracted considering SS = 60mV/decade. In contrast, since SS of Fin-
FET is invariant, the FinFET-OTA has a relatively invariant GM/POT A across bias power.
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At very low bias power, GM/POT A of Si-Ge TFET and FinFET-based OTAs degrades due
to short channel effects. However, Si-Ge TFET-based OTA is more scalable in power than
the FinFET-based OTA. An even higher GM/POT A in III-V-TFET-based OTA is constrained

































































































































Figure 39: Comparison of OTA-characteristics among SiGe-TFET, III-V-TFET, and FinFET
across operating power: (a) transconductnace per power (GM/POT A), (b) output resistance
(ROUT ), and (c) output capacitance (COUT ).
The output resistance (ROUT ) of various OTAs is compared in Figure 39b across varying
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OTA bias-power. ROUT is defined by the small signal input resistance at the node ‘OUT’
when VIN = VCM. ROUT decreases at higher POT A due to increasing bias current across
OUT node (i.e., in branch M4d-M5b). Since Si-Ge TFET has an improved saturation, at the
same very low bias-power Si-Ge-TFET-based OTA has a higher ROUT than FinFET-OTA.
However, ROUT in Si-Ge-TFET-OTA falls at a sharper rate with increasing POT A due to a
delayed saturation in Si-Ge TFET.
The output capacitance (COUT ) of various OTAs is compared in Figure 39c across vary-
ing OTA bias-power. COUT is defined by the small signal input capacitance at the node
‘OUT’ when VIN = VCM. COUT is mainly determined by CGD of M4d & M5b in the OTA
schematic. At a low bias power operation, COUT of TFET-OTAs is low since TFET-CGD is
suppressed by the gate-drain under-lap. However, at a higher bias power operation, as the
channel of M4d & M5b in SiGe-TFET-OTA inverts, the COUT of Si-Ge TFET-OTA suddenly
rises and exceeds from the FinFET-TFET-OTA. III-V-TFET-OTA has a lower COUT than
Si-Ge-TFET-OTA due to a lower density of states in III-V TFET materials than silicon.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated the energy-efficiency of TFET-based analog designs. Energy-
efficiency of MOSFET-based analog designs is limited due to a limited switching slope in
MOSFET. TFET due to its subthermal switching slope facilitates higher energy-efficiency
in analog designs than MOSFET. TFET-based OTA was studied in this chapter. A Verilog-
A table-based simulation methodology integrating TCAD-based device simulations and
HSPICE-based circuit simulations was used to study the TFET-based OTA. TFET-based
OTA achieves a higher GM/POT A than even an ideal MOSFET-based OTA provided TAT
induced leakage current in TFET can be contained. III-V-TFET-OTA achieves much higher
GM/POT A than Si-Ge-TFET-based OTA due to a much steeper switching slope in III-V-
TFET. TFET displays an improved saturation and thereby a higher output resistance in
TFET-based OTA than in MOSFET-based OTA. However, TFET-based OTA also incurs a
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limited output swing due to a delayed saturation in TFET, and a higher output capacitance
due to a higher CGD in TFET. The bias conditions in TFET-based OTA, however, can be
designed to limit the channel inversion induced higher CGD, and a lower output capacitance
than even MOSFET-based OTA can be achieved under these optimized bias conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
TFET CELLULAR NEURAL NETWORK-BASED IMAGE
PROCESSING
There is a growing demand for ultra-low-power image processing platforms. Applications
such as bionic eye [83], smart camera pixel [84] require moderate to high image through-
put within a stringent power budget. Neural network based image processing is shown to
be much more adept than the conventional digital platforms [85]. In particular, cellular
neural networks (CNNs) [33, 35] have attracted attention due to its VLSI favorable archi-
tecture. This chapter particularly focuses on the power reduction in CNN synapse through
post-CMOS device TFET. Note that in CNN even in its simplest nearest neighborhood
2D architecture [35], each neuron requires 16 synapses to propagate/receive the CNN dy-
namics, and the synapse count grows rapidly for more complex (e.g. higher neighborhood
radius [33]) architectures. Therefore, power-reduction in TFET synapse is critical, and
TFET-based OTA is investigated for this goal. Various contributions discussed in this work
were published in [86, 71].
6.1 Cellular Neural Network Cell Design Constraints
The CNN cell design was shown in Figure 5. A CNN cell integrator accumulates output
current from the various OTAs, while the output current of these OTAs is controlled by the
input and output voltages of the neighboring cells. The input resistance (Rint) and input
capacitance (Cint) of the integrator is given as
Rint = R/Aint (18a)
Cint = Aint ×C. (18b)
Here, R & C are the resistance and capacitance of the CNN cell, respectively. And,
Aint is the closed-loop gain of the integrator amplifier. Thereofre, in order to reliably sink
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current from the neighboring cell OTAs to the integrator,
Aint/R >> Σn1/ROT A,n (19a)
Aint ×C >> ΣnCOT A,n. (19b)
Here, ROT A,n & COT A,n are the output resistance and capacitance of the neighboring OTA.
Therefore, the integrator op-amp gain is determined so that Equation 19 is satisfied. Fur-
thermore, for the stability of the CNN, the necessary and sufficient condition based on the
feedback coefficient matrix A shown in [35]
A(2, 2) > 1/R. (20)
Therefore, the CNN cell resistance apart from Equation 19 should also follow Equation 20.
6.2 Cellular Neural Network Cell Power Scaling
6.2.1 CNN Cell Power Scaling Approach
A power-scaling approach for CNN is discussed without altering the equilibrium or steady
state outputs of the CNN, and satisfying Equations 19 & 20. In Equation 4b, with increasing
R, scaling down the coefficients Akl,i j, Bkl,i j, and Ii j inversely proportional to R (i.e., ∝ 1/R),
results into the same equilibrium states (i.e. V(xi j) at which dV(xi j)/dt = 0). Hence, with
the increasing R, the cell bias current Ii j and OTA-GM to generate the coefficients Akl,i j and
Bkl,i j can be reduced. Therefore, with the increasing R, along with the cell bias power, the
OTA bias power can also be reduced. Although, with the increasing time constant of CNN
cell (i.e. R×C) the settling time increases, the equilibrium states of the network are retained
across operating power.
6.2.2 CNN Cell Power Scaling Simulation Results
CNN cell power scaling is studied for noise-filtering applications considering design con-
straints and power-scaling approach described above. To satisfy Equation 20, R = 1.1/A(2,2),
where A(2,2) is the feedback transconductance for noise-filtering template. To satisfy
Equation 19, a close-loop gain (Aint) of 25 is targeted in the integrator-opamp. A closed
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loop-gain Aint >> 1 is also necessary for the functionality of integrator. Aint= 25 is also
sufficient to satisfy Equation 19. To satisfy Equation 19, the CNN cell capacitance C is
selected as 10Aint × ΣCOT A,i where COT A,i is the output capacitance of the peripheral OTA to
the integrator.
In Figure 40, the synapse-biasing-power of a CNN-cell is compared for FinFET, SiGe-
TFET, and III-V-TFET-based implementations across varying time-constants. Because of
a superior GM/POT A and lower COT A, SiGe-TFET-based synapse requires lower biasing
power than FinFET at the same CNN time-constant configuration. However, as the SiGe-
TFET synapse biasing power increases, COT A in the TFET-OTA increases due to a channel
inversion in its output transistors [Figure 39c], and thereby the realized time-constant in the
TFET-OTA degrades. IIIV-TFET-based OTA, meanwhile, is less scalable in power due to a
higher OFF current in IIIV-TFET. However, IIIV-TFET-based OTA realizes a higher perfor-











































Figure 40: CNN synapse power comparison among SiGe TFET, IIIV TFET, and FinFET-
based implementations at the varying CNN cell time-constant.
Utilizing the above CNN power-scaling approach, with the increasing R, as the output
impedance for the integrator increases, the biasing power of the integrator op-amp can also
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be reduced. A seven-transistor OPAMP configuration is used for integrator implementa-
tion as shown in Figure 41a. In Figure 41b, the bias power of SiGe-TFET, IIIV-TFET, and
FinFET-based OPAMP is compared at varying R×C load (as obtained from the CNN cell
power scaling). At a very low power operation, OFF current dominate the biasing power in
FinFET-based integrator. Therefore, at a high R×C, SiGe-TFET-based integrator requires
lower biasing power than FinFET-based integrator. However, at a lower time-constant op-
eration, SiGe TFET-based integrator requires higher power than FinFET-based integrator
due to a degraded gm/IDS in SiGe-TFET with higher current bias. Similar to a IIIV-TFET-
based synapse, the power-scaling of a IIIV-TFET-based integrator is also limited due to a





























































Figure 41: (a) Schematic of a seven transistor OPAMP used in the integrator. (b) For a closed-
loop gain of 25, the integrator power at varying R×C time-constant.
6.3 Simulation Methodology for CNN-based Image Processing
CNN-based image processing is evaluated by a cohesive simulation methodology utilizing
TCAD simulations of TFET and FinFET, HSPICE simulations of TFET & FinFET-based
circuits, and functional simulations on MATLAB of network dynamics. The functional
simulations of Equation 4b determine the network convergence time or the throughput for
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a given image processing step. Circuit simulations of CNN-cell are used for the power-
estimation of the network. Utilizing the power-GM trace of TFET and FinFET-based OTA
in Figure 40, the CNN synapse bias power of CNN is estimated. Utilizing the power-
R×C trace of TFET and FinFET-based integrator in Figure 41b, the CNN neuron power
is estimated. Power contributions through saturating function generator are ignored. The
saturating function generator is implemented as a unity gain amplifier [36], and it should
follow the same power trend as an integrator. The dynamic power dissipation is evaluated
by integrating voltage evolution on the CNN-cell capacitance until the network equilib-
rium. Therefore, an integrated simulation framework utilizing functional simulations of
MATLAB, circuit simulations of HSPICE, and TCAD device simulations estimates the
throughtput efficiency (i.e., throughput per power) of CNN-based image processing for











POT A(Bkl) + POPAMP(R,C)
)
(21)
Here, i,j are the CNN cell index and Si j is the cell of neighboring cells for Ci j. Pdyn(Vxi j) is
the dynamic power dissipated across cell capacitance C in the CNN cell Ci j. POPAMP is the
integrator bias power.
6.4 Comparison of TFET and FinFET CNN-based Image Processing
TFET and FinFET CNN-based image processing is compared for a ‘fixed-array approach’
and an ‘energy-optimal approach’. These approaches are defined as below:
6.4.1 Fixed-Array Approach
Throughput efficiency of TFET and FinFET CNN-based image processing is first com-
pared in Figure 42 by following a fixed-array approach. A 66×66 CNN array is utilized
to process a 514×514 image as shown in Figure 6 for noise-filtering and edge-detection.
A multiplexing procedure from [36] is utilized to process a larger resolution image than
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the CNN array. The array bias power is varied to modulate the network convergence time-
constant while following the earlier described CNN power-scaling approach. Throughput
of the network increases with the increasing operating power of CNN and the reducing
time-constant. Throughput-efficiency (i.e., no. of image processing operations per second
per power) is compared for TFET and FinFET-based CNN for the above image process-
ing steps. The energy-optimal approach is also noteworthy from the perspective that it































































































Figure 42: Throughput efficiency of SiGe-TFET, IIIV-TFET, and FinFET-based CNN at vary-
ing operating power under fixed array approach for (a) edge-detection, and (b) noise-filtering.
At a lower power operation, SiGe-TFET-based CNN is much more energy-efficient than
a FinFET-based CNN. SiGe-TFET utilizes its higher gm/IDS and lower CGD under lower
current bias to enhance energy-efficiency of SiGe-TFET-based CNN. However, at a higher
power operation, the throughput-efficiency (TE) of SiGe-TFET-based CNN significantly
reduces. At a higher bias power, SiGe-TFET has degraded gm/IDS and higher CGD than
FinFET which leads to a degraded TE in SiGe-TFET-based CNN. IIIV-TFET-based CNN
is much more energy-efficient and suitable for high performance operations. However,




Although, the multiplexing procedure from [36] enables processing a larger resolution im-
age than the CNN array size, the multiplexing introduces inefficiency due to the overlap
between the successive steps, and thus, processing more effective pixels than image. Con-
sidering an ‘energy-optimal’ approach, where the CNN array size is rather determined by
the maximum number of minimum powered cells within the array power specifications,
the TE of TFET and FinFET-based CNN is compared. The minimum power of FinFET
synapse is chosen as 0.8 pW, since beyond this power the efficiency of synapse reduces
[Figure 39a]. Similarly, considering power-efficiency limitations, the minimum power of
SiGe-TFET synapse is chosen as 0.6 pW. The minimum power of IIIV-TFET synapse is 5















































Figure 43: Throughput efficiency of SiGe-TFET, IIIV-TFET, and FinFET-based CNN at vary-
ing operating power under energy-optimal approach for edge-detection.
By minimizing the number of processed image pixels and by operating the CNN cell




This chapter has shown that TFETs, due to its steeper SS, are attractive for ultralow-power
image processing through CNN. Although, the low on-current of Si/Ge-TFET limits its
utility in digital designs; with cellular parallelism, a CNN can still extract higher perfor-
mance from Si/Ge-TFET. While the current research focus in TFET is toward improving
its on-current for digital applications; this study underscores the importance of the TFET
design with steeper SS and lower off-current for cellular neural network-based computing.
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CHAPTER 7
TFET CELLULAR NEURAL NETWORK-BASED ASSOCIATIVE
MEMORY
This chapter studies the application of TFET in designing a low power and robust cellular
neural network (CNN)-based associative memory (AM). A TFET-OTA is utilized as a pro-
grammable synaptic weight multiplier for CNN. The ultralow-power of TFET-OTA enables
a higher connectivity network even at a lower power, and thereby improves the memory ca-
pacity and input pattern noise tolerance of CNN-AM for low power applications. Since a
higher connectivity network is critical for CNN-AM, the chapter particularly focuses on
SiGe-TFET-based CNN-AM due to a much greater power-scalability of SiGe-TFET-based
OTA than a IIIV-TFET-based OTA. Various contributions discussed in this chapter were
published in [87].
7.1 Motivation for CNN Associative Memory with TFET
Applications of AM have been investigated in solving problems, such as character/face
recognition, pattern classification, database search, and understanding/replicating cerebral
activities [88, 89, 90]. While performance requirement for the problems such as recognition
and classification are moderate, an ultralow power of AM can enable solving these com-
plex problems in a low power platform, such as in a mobile system-on-a-chip. Ultimately,
an ultralow-power of AM can also enable an ambitious goal of a very large scale AM com-
puting, such as in a mammalian brain with 1010 neurons (biological computing elements)
and 1014 synapses (biological interconnects), at sustainable operating power. Hence, a crit-
ical requirement for an AM computing platform is to minimize its power while meeting
the throughput and performance demands. While operating at lower power, AM should
be able to correctly identify the correlation (referred to as a successful recall), even under
noise in the input pattern and maximize the total number of stored associations (defined as
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memory-capacity).
Cellular neural network (CNN) has been investigated for AM applications [39]. The
algorithmic analysis of CNN-AM has shown that increasing the cell-to-cell connectivity,
i.e., having more connections per cell, improves successful recall and memory-capacity
[91] as shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: (a) Recall probability at varying degree of quantization and for varying NR CNN-
AM. (b) Memory capacity and input noise tolerance (in HD bits), at varying NR. Results are
for 11×11 CNN-AM.
A higher cell-to-cell connectivity implies a nonlinear increase in the number of synaptic-
weight multipliers per cell. Therefore, the ability to design ultralow-power synaptic-weight
multiplier becomes critical for low power AM. In Chapter 5, the benefits of TFET for
ultralow power analog design were presented. This chapter utilizes a TFET-OTA as a
synaptic-weight multiplier for CNN, and explores a TFET-based low power, robust, and
high performance CNN-AM platform.
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7.2 TFET-based CNN-AM Simulation Methodology
An integrated methodology connecting device simulations using TCAD, circuit simulations
using SPICE, and functional simulations using MATLAB for CNN-AM study is presented
in Figure 45. In CNN-AM, for a given cell resistance R, the Hebbian learning algorithm
[92] determines the synaptic-weights (OTA-GMs) Ai j,kl, Bi j,kl, and bias, Ii j, to store cor-
relation between the desired patterns. For these parameters, MATLAB solves functional
simulations of CNN-AM to estimate performance (recall speed, input pattern noise toler-
ance, and memory-capacity). Recall speed is defined by the duration when various state
voltages of the CNN array saturate to 95% of their equilibrium values as shown in Figure
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Figure 45: Cohesive simulation methodology, integrating TCAD, SPICE, and functional sim-
ulations to extract CNN-AM characteristics at different technologies, TFET and FinFET.
7.3 TFET-based CNN-AM Simulation Results
7.3.1 CNN-AM at NR of One
The power-performance characteristics of Si-Ge TFET, III-V TFET, and FinFET-based
CNN-AM is compared with NR of one. A five bit least square signed quantization of the
synaptic-weights is considered due to the complications of accurate analog weight storage.
With the quantized synaptic-weights, the circuit schematic of Figure 47 will enable digital
storage/distribution of space varying analog synaptic-weights. Here, the tail transistors of
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OTA, M3a, and M3b, are implemented with quantized widths. And, a number of instances of
M3a and M3b are selected to implement the tail biasing of OTA depending on the localized
storage of synaptic-weights.




























implementation of tail 
transistors
Inverter
Figure 47: Circuit scheme to locally store and implement quantized synapse weights.
Simulation methodology as described in the previous section is utilized. Best-fit power-
performance characteristics of TFET and FinFET-OTA are utilized. In Figure 48a, a distri-
bution of quantized synaptic weights is shown. The power-scaling approach scales each of
these coefficients inversely proportional to R, and therefore, the bias power to realize corre-
sponding GMs also reduces. Power-scaling of OTAs is limited to the region where leakage
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currents do not overwhelm transconductance current (i.e., GM/POT A doesn’t exhibit a leak-
age induced roll-off). Hence, the minimum power and minimum realizable GM in TFET-
and FinFET-OTA is limited; this, in turn, limits the power-scaling through the earlier ap-
proach and the minimum operational power for CNN. In Figure 48b, the TFET-CNN-AM
operates down to ∼nW power due to the ultralow power scalability of TFET-OTA, and ∼ms
recall time at this power will still be useful for recognition and classification applications









































































Figure 48: (a) Distribution of synapse weights. (b) Recall speed and throughput-efficiency for
TFET- and FinFET-CNN-AM across CNN power.
The net OTA bias power distribution at varying synaptic weights for TFET- and FinFET-
CNN-AM is shown in Figure 49a for low performance operation (recall speed = 1 ms). A
higher GM/POT A of TFET-OTA at low power attributes to lower bias power across synaptic-
weights in TFET-CNN-AM than FinFET-CNN-AM. However, at a higher power since
GM/POT A of TFET-OTA is lower, the TFET-CNN-AM has higher power than FinFET-
CNN-AM for such high performance operation [Figure 49b, recall speed = 10 µs]. There-
fore, a TFET-CNN-AM can only achieve higher throughput efficiency (TE) than FinFET-















































































Figure 49: The synapse power distribution and comparison between TFET -and FinFET-
CNN-AM for (a) low and (b) high performance application.
In Figure 48b, the TE of TFET-CNN-AM and FinFET-CNN-AM is compared across
recall speed and CNN power. Since, GM/POT A of TFET-OTA improves at lower bias cur-
rent, the TE of TFET-CNN-AM also improves at lower power. Below 200 nW, TFET-
CNN-AM has better TE than even an ideal MOSFET (i.e., with switching slope = 60
mV/decade)-based CNN-AM. However, note that under subthreshold operation, due to a
constant switching slope of FinFET, GM/POT A of FinFET-OTA is invariant across power,
hence, the TE of FinFET-CNN-AM is also invariant across power under subthreshold op-
eration of FinFET-OTA.
7.3.2 Improving TFET-CNN-AM by High NR Design
Throughput efficiency of a TFET-CNN-AM can be improved by a higher NR design. In a
higher NR design, there are more OTAs per cell. Thus, at a given total power for CNN, in
higher NR design, the power allocated for each of the OTA is lesser, and the realized OTA-
GM is lower. Meanwhile, GM/POT A of TFET-OTA increases at a lower power. Therefore,
at the same total power, in a higher NR design, TFET-OTAs operate at a more energy-
efficient point. Due to this unique characteristic of TFET, and with higher OTA count in a
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higher NR CNN, a higher net transconductance (ΣOTA-GMn) can be realized for a higher
NR TFET-CNN cell at the similar power [Figure 50]. In Figure 51, TE characteristics of
TFET-CNN-AM are demonstrated for higher NR designs. Although, a higher NR TFET-
CNN-AM design is less scalable in power, it achieves better throughput efficiency at the
similar power. Also, note that these throughput efficiency benefits of high NR design are
unique to TFET-CNN-AM. Due to a constant GM/POT A of FinFET-OTA, the throughput
efficiency in FinFET-CNN-AM is limited, and a higher neighborhood-radius (NR = 2)
does not improve the throughput efficiency.

















































Figure 50: The OTA transconductance and net CNN cell transconductance across NR for
iso-powered CNN designs.
Therefore, an optimal approach to exploit the higher GM/POT A of TFET-OTA is by
operating the TFET-CNN-AM at the maximum NR given the CNN power scaling limi-
tations as shown in Figure 51. Furthermore, a higher NR operation can also achieve the
higher algorithmic quality [Figure 44]. In Figure 52, utilizing a maximum NR TFET- and
FinFET-CNN-AM, the algorithmic quality is shown at varying power. For Figure 52a, the
test-case of Figure 7 is considered. In Figure 52b, for the memory-capacity test, apart from
the patterns of Figure 7, varying count of additional random binary patterns are considered
for synthesis and recall. TFET, by enabling a higher NR CNN-AM even at a lower power,
enables a higher algorithmic quality. At 200 nW, while TFET based NR = 5 CNN-AM
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enables hamming distance noise tolerance of 15 bits and memory-capacity of 21 patterns,



























































Figure 51: Throughput efficiency (TE) of TFET- and FinFET-CNN-AM at varying NR.






































































Figure 52: For maximum NR operation between TFET and FinFET CNN-AM at varying
power: (a) input pattern noise tolerance, and (b) memory capacity.
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7.4 CNN-AM under Process Variations
The impact of transistor variability on AM quality is studied through functional simulations
of CNN-AM. Transistor variability induces non-idealities in OTA, as offset voltage (VO)
and transconductance error (GME rather than the designed GMO). Considering a Normal
distribution on VO and a log-Normal distribution on GME/GMO, variability is introduced
to the synaptic-weights, Ai j,kl and Bi j,kl, in the functional simulations of CNN-AM. A log-
Normal distribution for GME/GMO is used due to the exponential sensitivity of current to
gate voltage in both subthreshold FinFET and TFET. Higher transistor variability induces
a greater variability in VO and GM. In Figure 53, a higher NR CNN shows significant
resiliency against increasing σ(GME/GMO) and σ(VO). A higher NR CNN is more robust
in AM operation to begin with [Figure 44], and the design softly fails with the higher
unreliability of OTAs. Hence, a higher NR CNN design, apart from greater throughput
efficiency and algorithmic quality, will also be resilient to process defects.














































































Figure 53: Probability to recall across NR architectures with increasing variability in: (a) GM
and (b) VO (normalized by saturation limit of fsat).
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7.5 Implementation Complexity in a Higher NR TFET-CNN
The TFET enables implementation of a higher NR CNN even at a low power, and thus,
provides opportunities for a low power AM design with higher algorithmic quality, process
variation resiliency, and higher TE. However, a higher NR implementation of CNN will
also increase the complexity and area of implementation. Figure 54 demonstrates algo-
rithmic and TE of TFET-CNN-AM with increasing number of synaptic interconnections
at varying NR. Note that HD noise tolerance and TE increment with higher number of
synaptic interconnections begins to saturate, meanwhile, the network complexity increases
proportionally to the count of interconnections. Hence, due to the area and complexity
constraints in an AM design, the optimal NR will be limited.
Figure 54: Saturating HD noise tolerance and throughput efficiency at increasing number of
synaptic interconnections.
Various technological innovations such as a vertical and low footprint implementation
of TFET [93] can reduce the network complexity and area requirement, and enhance the
optimal NR of design. Simultaneously, novel circuit techniques can be explored to miti-
gate the impact of higher interconnect capacitance at higher NR. For example note that, in
Figure 5, a higher interconnect capacitance does not significantly affect the functionality of
CNN, since the output node of OTAs is regulated through integrator, and thus, the effect of
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parasitic capacitance is suppressed.
7.6 TFET-CNN for Image Processing vs. Associative Memory
Notably, CNN-AM exploits the TFET characteristics differently, and perhaps more effec-
tively, than in simple CNN based image processing applications. In Chapter 6, for TFET-
CNN based image processing applications, TFETs are exploited to increase the number
of nodes in the network for a given power (by reducing the OTA power) and keeping the
connectivity (NR = 1) constant. More nodes lead to higher parallelism, and hence, higher
throughput efficiency by exploiting parallelism in CNN based image processing. A lower
off-current of transistors becomes more critical in expanding the network size and exploit-
ing the parallelism benefits.
On the other hand, a TFET-CNN-AM is significantly benefited both from the low off-
current as well as higher gm/IDS of TFET as presented in this chapter. It is shown that lower
off current, and hence, the low-power of TFET-OTAs are better exploited by increasing the
NR in CNN-AM (under power constraints). From an algorithmic perspective, higher NR
improves algorithmic quality (noise tolerance and memory-capacity). Interestingly, from
an algorithmic perspective throughput efficiency is expected to be independent of NR; as
observed in case of the FinFET-CNN-AM (Figure 51). However, as explained in Figure
51, the higher gm/IDS of TFET changes the cell dynamics at higher NR leading to higher
throughput efficiency in TFET-CNN-AM.
Furthermore, unlike space invariant templates in CNN based image processing, synapse
weights in AM depend on the pattern itself, are space variant, and can vary widely in
magnitude (e.g. 15× variation between the largest and smallest synapse weight in Figure
48a). Therefore, the interactions between the CNN-AM power and the variable switching
slope in TFET becomes significantly more important to consider.
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7.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the potential of SiGe-TFET in designing efficient and robust
CNN-AM. A lower OFF-current of SiGe-TFET enables lower power operation of CNN
synaptic-weight multiplier enabling a higher NR CNN for a given power. A higher NR
CNN-AM improves algorithmic quality of AM. In addition, higher NR also improves TE
of TFET-CNN-AM at a constant power, thanks to the steeper switching slope (higher gm
per unit bias power) of TFET. Increasing performance benefits along with the increasing
tolerance against process variability at higher NR indicates building higher NR CNN-AM
as the suitable approach to build large scale higher performance and robust AM implemen-
tation. However, increasing implementation area along with interconnect complexity can
ultimately limit the NR of implementation. The application of TFET in CNN-AM also
reveals more involved device-algorithm interactions, than what observed in TFET-CNN-
based image processing [Chapter 6]. Increasing NR, as performed here for CNN-AM,
more effectively exploits unique TFET and AM characteristics for quality, noise tolerance,
speed, power, and TE. Future work needs to consider the design challenges of higher NR
CNN-AM including area and interconnect. The vertical orientation of SiGe TFET allevi-
ates the area constraints, feature size scaling of the nanowire will be important. The local
connectivity in CNN help to partially mitigate the challenge of global interconnects. The
analog communication also reduces the density; however, the requirements of higher local
interconnect density for higher NR design will still be a challenge.
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CHAPTER 8
NON-CONVENTIONAL III-V HETEROJUNCTION TFET FOR
AREA AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT NEUROMORPHIC
ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSING
A non-conventional gate/source-overlapped Heterojunction-Tunnel-FET (SO-HTFET) with
Gaussian-IDS -VGS characteristics is shown in this chapter. The SO-HTFET designs a single-
transistor distance-computing-cell (DCC) for associative-processing (AP) with reinforced-
learning. The application of SO-HTFET-based AP to face-recognition demonstrates a
higher-accuracy, 250× lower-power, and 100× higher DCC-density than a digital-CMOS-
based Boolean-AP. Various contributions discussed in this chapter were published in [94,
95].
8.1 Distance-Computation-based Neuromorphic Architecture for Associative-
Processing
Associative-processing (AP) analyzes similarity between two patterns. The basic opera-
tion in AP is to compute the difference between two inputs, performed using distance-
computing-cells (DCCs). A distance-computation-based neuromorphic AP-architecture,
as shown in Figure 55, couples the outputs of DCCs to make the high-level similarity de-
cisions. A digital CMOS-based Boolean-AP requires complex logic for DCC making the
design power/area-inefficient [96]. This has led to non-Boolean-AP studies. Shibata et al.
showed CMOS based analog-DCC, and studied its application to AP [97]. Recently, Pari-
har et al. studied a coupled-relaxation-oscillator based AP platform which exploits metal-
to-insulator transition in VO2 [98, 96]. Requirements of a high-performance and energy-
efficient AP are listed in Figure 56. For scalability of AP, DCCs must be of high-density
and should require simpler inter-cell-coupling. The AP-architecture should require simpler
energy-efficient peripherals for higher parallelism in AP. DCCs should also possess an on-
line learning capability to exhibit AP-plasticity. With the AP-plasticity, the stored database
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can be adapted in run-time depending on the input queries. A high-density, low-power,
and high-performance non-Boolean-AP using HTFET to achieve the above requirements
is discussed in this chapter.



























Figure 55: Computing elements and architecture of a distance-based neuromorphic-
associative-processing.
Goals of AP Requirements  Contributions in this work 
 
Scalability 
High density distance 
computing cell 
Distance computing in a single floating-gate 
gate/source overlapped HTFET 
Low complexity 
inter-cell coupling 
Steady state current based cell output, 
aggregation by parallel computing cells  
Parallelism Low complexity, 
scalable peripherals 
HTFET based higher sensitivity Winner-take-all 
Plasticity On-line learning On-line learning scheme in FG SO-HTFET 
array. Runtime adaptation of stored patterns. 
Improved accuracy Device-AP co-design Device geometry, process, material optimization. 
 
Figure 56: Requirements of an energy-efficient associative-processing, and contributions in
this chapter.
8.2 Gate/Source-overlapped Heterojunction-TFET as a Single-Transistor
Distance-Computing-Cell
III-V complimentary HTFETs were shown in [2]. The n-HTFET fabricated in [2] is mod-
ified to design a single-transistor DCC by introducing gate/source-overlap (i.e., an SO-
HTFET). A TCAD model calibrated against the experimental data of n-HTFET is adapted
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to evaluate the SO-HTFET-based DCC [Figure 57]. In Figure 57b, a higher off-current in
the measured data is because of the interface-traps. However, simulations in this chapter
mainly use the on-current of HTFET, therefore the inaccuracies in off-current prediction
can be ignored. The SO-HTFET schematic is shown in Figure 58. TCAD simulates a










































Figure 57: TCAD calibration: (a) a fabricated In0.65Ga0.35As/GaAs0.4Sb0.6 n-HTFET in [2],
and (b) calibration to the measured data.
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Figure 58: Gate/Source-overlapped HTFET (SO-HTFET).
Energy band diagrams in SO-HTFET at varying VGS (VDS = 0.2V) are shown in Figure
59. The conduction-band (CB) and valence-band (VB) energies are shown along the inter-
section directly underneath the gate-electrode. Because of the gate-overlap, a positive-VGS
in SO-HTFET induces a depletion in source near the gate-interface [compare band-profiles
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without-overlap and with-overlap in Figure 59]. The depletion extends the BTBT-path-
length and suppresses BTBT in the region. At much higher VGS , the complete fin is under
depletion; hetero-interface-BTBT is suppressed, and only homojunction-BTBT occurs in
the source. The hole-generation profile across channel is shown in Figure 59 to further














































































Figure 59: Energy-band diagram and hole-generation profile in SO-HTFET.
Contrary to a typical HTFET, because of VGS induced BTBT transition from the hetero-
junction to homojunction mode, the SO-HTFET shows Gaussian-shaped IDS -VGS [Figure
60], where IDS follows the difference (distance) between VGS and Vpeak (i.e., VGS at the
peak IDS ). Hence, SO-HTFET achieves a ‘single-transistor’ DCC.
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Figure 60: Gaussian IDS -VGS in SO-HTFET: (a) comparison of IDS -VGS of SO-HTFET and a
typical HTFET, and (b) comparison of FG-SO-HTFET IDS -VGS with the standard-Gaussian
characteristics.
The geometry, doping, and material of SO-HTFET modulate the peak and variance
(σ) of its Gaussian-IDS -VGS [Figure 61]. The Gaussian-IDS -VGS shape in SO-HTFET dis-
appears at the wider fin-widths; since the gate-induced depletion doesn’t mask the com-
plete fin-width [Figure 61a]. At the reduced source-overlap-length (SOV), heterojunction-
BTBT is not fully suppressed at higher VGS [Figure 61b]. A lower source-bandgap (e.g.
GaAs0.1Sb0.9) and/or channel bandgap (e.g. InAs) material in SO-HTFET enhances its
peak current [Figure 61c], and reduce its Gaussian-variance [Figure 60b]. In Figure 61c,
the lower-bandgap SO-HTFET-(IV) has 20× higher peak-current than the higher-bandgap
SO-HTFET-(I). A reduced source-doping also suppresses homojunction-BTBT induced
IDS rise, resulting in the Gaussian-IDS -VGS shape over a wider VGS [Figure 61c]. In Fig-
ure 61c, the source-doping of SO-HTFET-(IV) is 1×1019/cm3. A sharper Gaussian-shape
(low-variance/higher-peak current) is desirable for AP; hence, a thin-fin InAs/GaAs0.1Sb0.9
SO-HTFET is considered in this chapter.
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Figure 61: Controlling Gaussian-IDS -VGS of SO-HTFET: (a) at varying fin-width (WFIN), (b)
at varying gate/source-overlap length (SOV ), and (c) at varying channel/source material.
8.3 Programming of SO-HTFET Distance-Computing-Cell
Vpeak in a SO-HTFET-DCC is programmed by using a floating-gate (FG) structure [Figure
62]. FG-SO-HTFET schematic is shown in Figure 62a. Thicker dielectric layers are used
in FG-SO-HTFET for charge-retention in the floating-gate. IDS -VGS of FG-SO-HTFET
are programmed by injecting charge to the floating-gate. At sufficiently high gate-voltage,
electric-field across SO-HTFET tunneling-oxide is high enough to induce charge-tunneling
from the channel/source-region to the floating-gate [Figure 62b]. Injected charges are
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blocked by the thicker and higher dielectric-constant blocking-oxide layer, and are trapped
in the floating-gate. Note that a higher dielectric-constant in HfO2 than Al2O3 induces a
greater electric-field across the tunneling-oxide layer than the blocking-oxide layer, and
facilitates charge-injection and trapping in the floating-gate. TCAD simulations with a
direct-tunneling model are utilized to study the charge-injection to the floating-gate of FG-
SO-HTFET. Direct-tunneling model [73] is suitable for both trapezoidal and triangular-
tunneling barrier. Used effective-hole and electron tunneling-masses for direct-tunneling
are listed in Table 7. For electrons in the source and channel-regions, Γ-valley density-of-
states effective-mass is used as the tunneling-mass. For holes in the source and channel-




















































Figure 62: Programming Gaussian-IDS -VGS of FG-SO-HTFET: (a) FG-SO-HTFET
schematic, and (b) charge-injection to the floating-gate at sufficiently high gate-programming-
voltage.
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Table 7: Direct-tunneling parameters for various materials
Effective mass GaAs0.1Sb0.9 [99] InAs [99] Al2O3 [100] HfO2 [101]
me/m0 0.043 0.023 0.20 0.08
mh/m0 0.053 0.026 0.25 0.5
Programming of Gaussian-IDS -VGS of FG-SO-HTFET is shown in Figure 63. With in-
creasing negative-charge in the floating-gate, Vpeak of Gaussian-IDS -VGS is programmed to
a higher voltage [Figure 63a]. The peak sharpness is reduced in FG-SO-HTFET because of
the thicker gate-dielectric-thickness. Effective charge injected to the floating-gate is mod-
ulated by varying programming-voltage (VG,prog) and/or programming-duration (TG,prog).
Vpeak shift at varying TG,prog and VG,prog is shown in Figure 63b. With increasing TG,prog,
Vpeak shift saturates as the electric-field across the tunneling-oxide decreases.






















































Figure 63: IDS -VGS characteristics of FG-SO-HTFET: (a) Vpeak programming by injecting
charge to the floating-gate, and (b) ∆Vpeak at varying programming-period (Tprog) and gate-
programming-voltage (Vprog) [VDS = 0].
Floating-gate thickness scaling in FG-SO-HTFET to reduce the programming-voltage
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and/or duration is discussed in Figure 64. A lower floating-gate thickness can reduce Vprog,
but it also reduces the charge-retention time [Figure 64a]. A nitride-trap-layer based SO-
HTFET has a higher charge-retention than FG-SO-HTFET [102]. However, nitride-SO-
HTFET also shows a non-uniform charge-trapping because of the heterogeneous source
and channel materials [Figure 64b]. A non-uniform charge-trapping in nitride-SO-HTFET
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Avg. trap = 3×1017/cm3












Figure 64: Design of the charge-trapping stack in FG-SO-HTFET: (a) programming-voltages
and charge-retention at varying floating-gate thickness, (b) non-uniform charge-trapping in
nitride layer-based SO-HTFET, and (c) modulation of both Vpeak and Ipeak in a nitride-SO-
HTFET.
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8.4 SO-HTFET-based Associative Processing
SO-HTFET-based AP architecture is shown in Figure 65. In Figure 65a, source-terminals
of SO-HTFETs are grounded. Drain-terminals of the SO-HTFETs within a column are
shared. Gate-terminals of the SO-HTFETs within a row are shared. Each column in the
array stores the ‘feature vector’ of a pattern (a Vpeak vector). The test-pattern (a Vtest vector)
is applied simultaneously to all the columns. Drain-current through each SO-HTFET peaks
when the applied test-pattern voltage is the same as its programmed-Vpeak. If the applied
test-pattern is different from the programmed-Vpeak, drain-current through SO-HTFET is
lower than the peak-current proportionally to the mismatch between the test-pattern and
the programmed-Vpeak. Therefore, the net current of all SO-HTFETs in a column follows
the distance between Vpeak and Vtest [Figure 65b]. The column with the maximum-current,
identified by a winner-take-all (WTA), represents the closest match (minimum Vtest to Vpeak
distance). If all columns have lower current than Ith, a no match is determined. Note that
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Figure 65: SO-HTFET-based associative-processing: (a) architecture of SO-HTFET
associative-processing array, and (b) column-current.
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8.5 HTFET Winner-Take-All
A winner-take-all (WTA) circuit based on [43] is shown in Figure 66. WTA identifies
the column with the maximum current. WTA design is implemented with HTFETs. The
HTFETs follow the geometrical/process specifications of Figure 58, however HTFETs are






















































Figure 66: SO-HTFET-AP peripheral: (a) HTFET winner-take-all, and (b) transients simula-
tions.
In Figure 66a, WTA is composed of the identical cells, where each cell senses the
respective column-current (Icol) in the AP-array. The node ‘cm’ is shared among all the
WTA-cells. The WTA bias-current (Icm) is initialized to zero, and the node ‘out’ in each
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WTA-cell is pre-charged to the supply-voltage (VDD). Current-mirror M1-M2 in a WTA-
cell forces Icol through the transistor M3. The gate-voltage of M3 is the same among all
WTA-cells. Therefore, the potential of the node ‘in’ maximizes in the WTA-cell with the
maximum Icol (i.e., in the winning-cell), and M4 in the winning-cell contributes maximally
to the WTA bias-current, Icm. The feedback action of M3-M4 in the winning-cell further
starves M4 in the other WTA-cells of Icm, and eventually Icm flows solely through M4 in
the winning-cell. Hence, potential of the node ‘out’ drops in the winning-cell, while ‘out’
stays charged to VDD in the other WTA-cells.
Transient simulation waveforms for WTA is shown in Figure 66b. A digital latch read-
ing the potential of the node ‘out’ in each WTA cell identifies the winner cell. Performance
of HTFET-WTA is compared against FinFET-WTA, where FinFET-WTA is simulated us-
ing predictive technology model [104]. Notably, the steeper-switching-slope of HTFET
than the conventional transistor, FinFET, leads to a larger output differential in WTA, and
therefore, HTFET-WTA shows a more robust WTA operation.
8.6 On-line Training and Plasticity in SO-HTFET-AP
An on-line learning scheme for SO-HTFET-AP is shown in Figure 67. For each storage
pattern, the AP-array in Figure 65a is required to store a ‘feature vector’ of the pattern in
the respective column. An average of various samples of a pattern is used as the feature
vector of the pattern [41]. The configuration in Figure 67a trains the SO-HTFET array to
store the feature-vectors of the patterns by exploiting the floating-gate charge-plasticity. A
test-pattern (Vtest) is applied at the gates of the SO-HTFET array. The source (drain) of
the storage column are driven successively with the programming voltages, -Vprog,P and
Vprog,N . In Figure 67b, Vprog,P and -Vprog,N are the threshold-voltages for FG-SO-HTFET
Vpeak programming. In successive training pulses, gate-to-source Vprog in SO-HTFET-DCC
is Vtest+Vprog,P and Vtest-Vprog,N . As a result of the training pulses, Vpeak of the SO-HTFET
cells drift towards Vtest if Vpeak and Vtest differ [Figure 67c]. Under training with the several
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samples of the pattern, such on-line training programs Vpeak in the respective column cells
to an average of the samples (i.e., to the feature-vector of the pattern) [Figure 67d].
The on-line training can also be applied during operation to reinforce the queried pat-
tern on the winning-column following the learning rule and implementation shown in Fig-
ure 67a. A ‘reinforced learning’ accrues the effect of even more sample patterns on the
programmed Vpeak vector, and improves recognition accuracy.
Selected column: Prog. 
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to applied pattern: 
Vpeak,new = (1-α)×Vpeak,current 
+ α×Vtest
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Figure 67: On-line training in SO-HTFET-AP: (a) by column programming pulses and test-
pattern Vtest at the array gates, (b) Vpeak modulation at varying program voltage (Vprog) [Tprog
= 100ns], (c) transients for initial Vpeak = 0 & 1V and Vtest = 1 & 0V, respectively, and (d)
transients showing Vpeak to follow Vtest average over training steps.
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8.7 Face-recognition using SO-HTFET Associative Processing Plat-
form
SO-HTFET-AP-based face-recognition is studied in this section [Figure 68]. A simulation
methodology for face-recognition is shown in Figure 68a. Recognition-accuracy is esti-
mated considering false-positives and false-negatives as shown in Figure 68b. Face-image
database from the University of Cambridge [105] is used. The image database consists
of face-images of 40 different persons, and 10 sample-images of each person. Statistical
simulations over a thousand random runs extract face-recognition accuracy. In each sample
run, the random image of a person from the database is selected as the test-pattern. The res-
olution of stored feature vector and the applied test image is reduced to the column length
of SO-HTFET-AP array. For evaluation of both the false-negatives and false-positives in
face-recognition, the SO-HTFET-AP array only stores ‘feature vectors’ of half of the face-
images in the database. The voltage range of the applied pattern (Vtest) and the stored
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Figure 68: SO-HTFET-AP-based face-recognition: (a) the simulation methodology, and (b)
considered false-positive and false-negative errors.
Face-recognition simulation results are shown in Figure 69. For a realistic assess-
ment of the recognition-accuracy under fabrication imperfections, process variability in
SO-HTFET and imprecision in WTA is considered [Figure 69a]. A Gaussian distribution
of variability is considered in SO-HTFET-Vpeak withσ=50mV and in SO-HTFET-Ipeak with


































































































































































































𝐿1 𝑥,𝑦 =  𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖  
𝐿2 𝑥,𝑦 =    𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 
2 
(d)
Figure 69: Accuracy in SO-HTFET-AP-based face-recognition: (a) considered process im-
perfections in SO-HTFET and imprecision in WTA, (b) accuracy at varying resolution of AP,
(c) accuracy in InAs/GaAs0.1Sb0.9-SO-HTFET and In0.65Ga0.35As/GaAs0.4Sb0.6-SO-HTFET-
based AP across Vtest range, and (d) accuracy comparison between Gaussian distance-based
AP (as in SO-HTFET-based AP) and L1/L2 norm-based AP (as in the conventional designs
[3]).
In Figure 69b, even considering SO-HTFET imperfections and WTA imprecision, the
simulations show higher that 80% face-recognition accuracy. The accuracy is greater for
a higher resolution images (i.e., in a longer column length AP-array), showing the need
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for high-density DCC, as proposed in this chapter, to minimize the area of the platform.
In Figure 69c, In0.65Ga0.35As/GaAs0.4Sb0.6 SO-HTFET-based AP has inferior accuracy than
InAs/GaAs0.1Sb0.9 SO-HTFET-based AP because of the higher variance in the Gaussian-
shape of In0.65Ga0.35As /GaAs0.4Sb0.6 SO-HTFET. A higher variance in In0.65Ga0.35As/GaAs0.4Sb0.6
SO-HTFET reduces the wining column current to the loosing column current ratio, and
makes the AP prone to WTA-imprecision. Notably, In Figure 69d, the Gaussian distance-
based AP with SO-HTFET, as discussed in this chapter, also achieves higher accuracy than
the conventional L1/L2 distance based AP [3].
8.8 Reinforced learning in SO-HTFET Associative Processing
A reinforced learning in SO-HTFET-AP is discussed in Figure 70. In Figure 70a, the
reinforced learning assimilates query-patterns in the stored feature-vector of the predicted-
pattern in the SO-HTFET array. Because of the feature-vector adaptation to the query-
patterns, the recognition-accuracy with reinforced-learning improves. In Figure 70b, the
reinforced-learning achieves 10% improvement compared to the without-reinforced-learning
case. However, the learning factor (α) in reinforced-learning should be optimized to rep-
resent a balance of the newly learned and past learned samples for maximum recognition-
accuracy [Figure 70c].
Furthermore, while SO-HTFET-AP is susceptible to data decay due to floating-gate
charge leakage, the reinforced learning can maintain a higher success rate by ‘relearning’
from the query patterns [Figure 71]. In Figure 71a, in a thin gate-stack (leakage time con-
stant = 100ms) SO-HTFET array, the stored feature-vector decays because of floating-gate
charge leakage. Hence, the prediction accuracy in SO-HTFET-AP without reinforced learn-
ing degrades over test-iterations in Figure 71b. However, a reinforced-learning interpolates
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Figure 70: Reinforced learning in SO-HTFET-AP-based face-recognition: (a) stored pattern
plasticity demonstration, (b) improving prediction success with reinforced learning with test
iterations, and (c) recognition-accuracy at varying learning-weight (α).
8.9 Comparison with the Existing Approaches
SO-HTFET-AP is compared against the existing platforms [Figure 72] in Table 8. In Ta-
ble 8, SO-HTFET-DCC achieves smallest area among the existing techniques and only
requires a single transistor for its implementation. Inter-cell coupling is also simplified
in SO-HTFET-DCC, and only interconnects are required to implement such coupling by
arranging DCCs in parallel. Because of its current-based output, SO-HTFET-DCCs can
employ simplified, wide-range current based WTAs as peripherals. A complete parallelism
in WTA-operation results in a higher performance in SO-HTFET-AP. SO-HTFET-AP also
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features plasticity where the stored ‘feature-vector’ can be adapted run-time depending on
the input-queries to improve recognition-accuracy. Because of its simplified architecture,
SO-HTFET-AP has 250× lower power than digital-ASIC, and it achieves smallest DCC
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Figure 71: Reinforced learning under floating-gate charge leakage: (a) floating-gate charge
leakage resulting in stored pattern decay and (b) cumulative recognition accuracy with and
without reinforced-learning in a thin-gate SO-HTFET-AP.
8.10 Conclusions
SO-HTFET is attractive for non-Boolean AP because of its Gaussian-IDS -VGS character-
istics. Floating-gate configuration of SO-HTFET enables programming of Gaussian-IDS -
VGS -Vpeak. SO-HTFET-based AP compares the applied test-pattern simultaneously to all
the stored patterns, and a complete parallelism of operation exhibits higher performance.
As a result of majority-voting-based operation principle, SO-HTFET-based AP is also
process variability resilient and attractive for technology-scaling. HTFET-WTA exploits
steeper-switching-slope of HTFETs and shows a more robust operation than FinFET-WTA.
An on-line training scheme, as discussed in the chapter, enables SO-HTFET-AP to on-line
learn and store ‘feature-vector’ of a pattern. A reinforced-learning, as discussed in this
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chapter, enables floating-gate charge-plasticity based on query-patterns and improves AP-
accuracy. Reinforced-learning also overcomes limitation of charge-decay in the floating-
gates, where the ‘feature-vector’ is relearned through query-patterns. SO-HTFET-based
Gaussian-distance-AP improves recognition accuracy than equivalent L1/L2-norm-based
AP. As compared to the existing AP-platforms, SO-HTFET-DCC facilitates area-efficient
and energy-efficient AP.





















































































Figure 72: Existing AP approaches: (a) digital ASIC, (b) CMOS-analog, (c) floating-gate

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS
This chapter summarizes the key contributions of this dissertation, and also identifies re-
lated future research goals. The key contributions are as following:
• Energy-Efficiency and Reliability Limitations in CMOS-based Computing: This
dissertation has studied the limitations of CMOS-based Computing. As discussed in
Chapter 2, a limited switching slope of CMOS constrains the energy-efficiency of
CMOS-based digital as well as analog computing. Chapter 3 has illustrated further
emerging challenges with nano-scaled CMOS process and non-traditional integra-
tion. A novel variability mechanism specific to high-κ/metal gate transistors was
studied in Chapter 3, where due to deposition of metal-gate to high-κ dielectric, re-
sulting oxygen vacancies induce transistor variability. Study of transistor variability
mechanism, such as oxygen vacancy, is critical in ensuring reliability of semiconduc-
tor devices and electronic circuits. Chapter 3 also showed that the transistor variabil-
ity is not only limited to intrinsic fabrication imperfections, but it can also arise from
novel transistor assembly techniques. Studying a three-dimensionally integrated SOI
devices, Chapter 3 reported variability induced by neighboring vertical interconnects
due to the electrical coupling.
• Application of Neuronal Principles for Energy-Efficient CMOS-based Comput-
ing: Fundamental energy-efficiency limitations in CMOS-based computing, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, and emerging limitations, as discussed in Chapter 3, urge for a
fresh perspective to develop novel circuit techniques overcoming these limitations. In
Chapter 4, a power-gating efficiency leaner was discussed inspired by the neuronal
learning principles. The learner circuit is area and power-effective and facilitates
adaptation against history and process/temperature conditions. A test-chip in IBM
130 nm process demonstrated the functionality of the learner circuit. On a broader
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note, the learner circuit also suggests tremendous potential of a design methodology
integrating conventional and neuromorphic computing principles, and inspires future
research work in the direction.
• Exploration of Neuromorphic Computing at Ultra Low Power: Chapter 6 has
explored co-design of TFET and large scale cellular neural network (CNN). Par-
ticularly, low ON/OFF current of Si channel TFET, while not promising for dig-
ital applications, is found suitable for large scale CNN. By collective computing,
a large scale CNN mitigates on-current deficiencies of Si channel TFET. Low off-
current and subthermal slope of Si channel TFET operates a large scale CNN under
lower power. In Chapter 7 co-designing TFET and CNN-based associative mem-
ory, a higher neighborhood radius CNN exploits peculiar decreasing switching slope
of TFET to enhance energy-efficiency of associative computing. Although, at lower
power the variability of CNN computing elements aggravates; a higher neighborhood
radius architecture averages and negates imperfections and mitigates variability chal-
lenges. Thereby, a co-design of TFET and CNN achieves higher energy efficiency
and reliability even at lower power.
• Exploration of the Technology for Integrated Conventional and Neuromorphic
Computing: Chapter 4 demonstrated the potential of a design approach integrating
conventional and neuromorphic computing units. For an efficient, seamless, and low-
cost integration of conventional and neuromorphic computing, it will be imperative
to explore transistor technologies excelling in both the computing approaches. Chap-
ter 6 & 7 have shown the potential of silicon channel SiGe-TFET in energy-efficient
low-power neural networks. Note that SiGe-TFET is a compatible technology with
the conventional CMOS, hence CMOS-based conventional computing units can be
seamlessly integrated with SiGe-TFET-based neural networks. Chapter 6 has also
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shown the potential of IIIV-TFET in high performance energy-efficient cellular neu-
ral networks. IIIV-TFETs are also attractive for energy-efficient digital computing
due to its steeper switching slope. Therefore, IIIV-TFET can also be a technology of
interest to integrate conventional and neuromorphic computing.
• Rethinking Transistor Designs for Non-Boolean Computing: Chapter 8 has il-
lustrated the role of non-conventional transistor designs for non-Boolean comput-
ing. The conventional digital Boolean computing relies on the switch-like charac-
teristics of a transistor, where a high ON-to-OFF current ratio becomes imperative
for the energy-efficiency of the design. Meanwhile, Chapter 8 has shown that the
exotic characteristics of non-conventional transistors can be capitalized by various
non-Boolean platforms to enhance their energy-efficiency. Particularly, a source/gate
overlap heterojunction TFET (SO-HTFET) design was demonstrated to exhibit a
unique negative gate transconductance (NGT) characteristic. This NGT character-
istic of TFET realized associative processing non-Boolean cell with a single tran-
sistor. Thereby, a co-designed computing device presented exciting opportunities of
compact and high memory capacity non-Boolean pattern matching.
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